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'Ihis thesis describes an innovative technique for detennining 
the impulse response of a SAW device including the effects of dif -
fraction on l:x>th isotropic arrl anisotropic substrates. rrhe approach 
presented is unique in that it detennines the point-to-point impulse 
response for the isotropic case us.in;J the two-dimensional wave equa-
tion, and utilizes a double integral reduction technique to deter-
mine the tap-to-tap response, thereby significantly reduc.in;J the 
complexity of the calculations involved. An extension is then made 
to describe the impulse response of two cascaded transducers of 
arbitrary geometry, alorg with &JIOO simplify.in;J cases. Previous 
attempts to m:x:lel diffraction effects generally utilized either the 
Fresnel Integral or the Angular Spectnnn of Plane Waves approach . 
'Ille Fresnel Integral technique is inherently adequate to describe 
diffraction effects accurately only for the narrowband case, while 
the Angular Spectnnn of Plane Waves requires an integration over 
frequency if the broadband case is to be considered. rrhe approach 
presented in this thesis provides an impulse response which is valid 
over a wide range of frequencies, which allows for an accurate 
description of diffraction effects for the broadband case. rrhe 
isotropic impulse response is used as an approx.irration to the 
anisotropic response, takirg into account the variation of surface 
wave speed and coupl.in;J coefficient with propagation direction. 
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SUrface Acoustic Wave ( SAW) .devices utilize metallic inter-
digital transducers deposited on the surface of a piezoelectric sub-
strate to convert electrical signals into macbanical surface waves. 
'Ihese waves propagate alo:rg the surface of the crystal arrl are 
detected by a parallel transducer (see Figure 1). As the surfa( 
wave launched by the inp.It transducer passes urrler arrl is detected 
by the receiving transducer, the bus bars of the receiving trans-
ducer automatically form a weighted sum of present arrl past i.r"p.Its. 
'Ihus, the SAW device provides a convenient implementation for non-
recursive transversal filters [1]. 'Ihe distance between the trans-
ducers can be varied, providing a means to realize a device with 
desirable delay. 
Many SAW device design techniques start with the basic assump-
tion that the wavefront generated by an overlapping pair of elec-
trodes is uniform in the transverse direction. However, diffraction 
causes the wave front to be distorted from this ideal shape, thereby 
introducirg errors into the analysis. It is desirable to be able 
to compensate for diffraction effects when designing SAW devices. 
Several types of diffraction analyses have previously been developed 
for this purpose [ 1-8 J • Most of these approaches, however, were 






Figure 1. Example of a SUrface Acoustic Wave Device. 
3 
Integral or An;Ju].ar Spectnnn of Plane Waves approach. 'Ihe Fresnel 
Integral, originally used to describe diffraction in optics [9], 
results in a~ approximation to the impulse response, while 
the An;Ju].ar Spectnnn of Plane Waves Approach requires a time consum-
~ integration over all frequency if broadbarrl diffraction effects 
are to be analyzed [ 3] . 
The goal of this research is to develop a new rrodel for the 
impulse response of a SAW device by reconsidering the diffraction 
theory involved. An impulse driver is applied to the two dinensional 
wave equation arrl a point to point impulse response is obtained . 
'Ihis approach does not limit the applicable barrlwidth of the re-
sponse, arrl eliminates the need to integrate over frequency, thus 
reducing calculational complexity. An impulse response which is 
valid over a wide rarge of frequencies is thereby obtained, allowing 
for an accurate description of diffraction effects for the broadbarrl 
case. '!his analysis is applied first to isotropic substrates, th 
exterrled to the anisotropic case. 
CliAPI'ER II 
REVIEW OF DIFFRACTION IBEDRY 
'Ihe the01:y used to analyze diffraction of surface acoustic 
waves is esentially an extension of the principles of optical dif-
fraction to anisotropic media arrl two climansional wave propagation 
[ 10, 11 J • Four basic theoretical approaches arrl several variations 
have been described in the literature [1-8,10-16]. 
Angular Spectrum of Plane Waves 
'Ihis technique is a type of Fourier analysis, in which a kno,m 
source distribution is broken into its cc1rp:>nent plane waves, each 
with a different wave vector k. 'Ihese plane waves are then propag-
ated arrl recanbined with appropriate }:i1ase shifts taken into co 
sideration to yield the amplitude of the wave at any field poin 
( 4 J • 'Ihis involves an integration over k-space, which can be tbre 
consumirg. One approach to reducing the complexity of these 
calculations is an asymptotic expansion which has been previously 
presented by Tan arrl Floi:y [8]. 
Gaussian Mode Analysis 
'Ihis technique again involves resolution of the wave into com-
ponents, however here the basic components are considered to be 
Gaussian wavefonns rather than plane waves. 'Ihe reason for utiliz-
ing this basis set for decomposing the wave is that in isotropic arrl 
4 
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parabolically anisotropic space, Gaussian beams retain their shape 
durirg propagation. However, this property does not hold for the 
case of general anisotropy, arrl thus this techni.que has limitoo use-
fulness [ 1 J • 
Geometric 'Iheory of Diffraction 
In the literature, the exact definition of what the Geometric 
'Iheory consists of is sarrewhat vague. 'Ihe tenn has been applied. to 
analyses nnre closely linked to Huygens Principle (or the Green's 
Function approach, di so.tssed below) • One canrron description of the 
Geometric 'Iheory, however, refers to a technique where the wa'\ 
launched from a transrnittirq tap is viewed as a planar wave of 
finite extent combined with two circular waves radiatirg fran point 
sources located at the edges of the tap (4]. 'Ihese circular waves 
can be weighted by amplitude coefficients which are functions of 
propagation direction [ 4] . Al though this theory is s.ilt'lpler thaI" 
Huygen!s principle, it involves certain assumptions not required by 
other approaches. 
Huygen's Principle 
'lhe analysis technique canrronly referred to as Huygen's Prin-
ciple is in fact an extension of the Huygens-Fresnel Principle to 
the case of radiation from a source [ 9] . According to Huygen' s con-
stniction, every point on a wavefront can be considered as a point 
source which gives rise to secorrlary disturbances, arrl the resultant 
wavefront at any given instant can be viewed as the envelope of 
these secorrlary wavelets. Fresnel postulated that the secorrlary 
6 
wavelets interfere, thereby accounting for diffraction effects 
observed in optics [9, 17, 18]. When the Huygens-Fresnel Principle is 
exterrled to describe radiation from a source, the source is viewed 
as a collection of point sources, arrl the overall response at any 
position can be fourrl through superposition of the responses of the 
i.rrlividual point sources. When the impulse response of the points 
is considered, as is generally the case, the Huygen's-Fresnel Prin-
ciple becarres essentially a Green's function approach [9], where the 
impulse response of an irrlividual point source (the Green's func-
tion) is multiplied by an appropriate weighting factor arrl integr-
ated over the source distribution to obtain the overall impulse re-
sponse of the source [18]. Although Huygen's Priciple requires in-
tegration over the source distribution, it is widely used because of 
the ease of perfonning this integration ntIIrericallly, as well as the 
sbnplicity arrl elegance of the theory. 
rnAPrER III 
DERIVATION OF FOilII' saJRCE IMFU1SE RESroNSE 
In developing and solving the two dimensional wave equation, 
the surface wave amplitude at any position r and time t can be 
represented by a scalar function 'll(r,t), which can be interpreted as 
either the electric surface potential t(r, t) for a piezoelectric 
substrate, or a component of the displacement at the surface u(r, t' 
(3]. '!he longitudinal component of displacement will be used in 
this developrrent. 
'!he equation of m::>tion for an isotropic elastic solid, includ-
ing driving forces, is (14] 
2 ...... ..... 
p O u(r,t) = (A+2G)v2u(r,t) - GVx(Vxu(r,t)) + driver (1) 
qt2 
where A and Gare Lane constants arrl pis the substrate density. If 
we let 
C = ~;2G(2 (2) 
then c will have the dimensions of speed [ 12] . considering only the 





a U (r I t) = -¾-- v2 U (r, t) + dri Ver 
at2 C 
(3) 
Since the surface wave is essentially two-d.i.Ioonsional, cylin-
drical coordinates will be used to express the wave equation. If we 
a.ssune ~ar symrcetry an::l no variation of displacement in the 
axial direction, equation (3) reduces to the following 
a2 u(r,t) + 1 au(r,t) _ _l_ a2 u(r,t) 
ar2 r ar c2 at2 = -
6 (r) 6 (t) 
21tr (4) 
where a driver consisting of an impulse in both position an::l time 
has been chosen. 1 It should be noted that the use of a two dimen-
sional wave equation to m:xiel the propagation of a surface acoustic 
wave, a three ciirrensional phenanenon, is certainly not rigorous. 
'Ihis approach is canuron however [3,14,15], an::l it can be shown that 
errors introduced into the analysis through the use if this equation 
can either-be compensated for or are negligible. 
Taking the Hankel transfonn of order zero with respect tor of 
each tenn in equation (4) yields [19,20]: 
H {_l_ a2 u(r,t)} = 






'Ihe delta function in cylirorical coordinates, 6(r)/s1tr, can 
also be represented as the limit of a cylinder as its radius 
shrinks to zero arrl its height increases to infinity, i.e. : 
lim ~o (h(a-r)/1ta2 ). 'Ihe solution will be approached 






u(r,t) + _rl au~~,t)} 2 JI. = -p u ( p , t) 
ar2 
(5b) 
H { - 6(r)6(t)} __ ..§.J.ll 
0 2rrr - 2rr (5c) 
Equation (4) ncM beccmes 
a2u(p,t) 2 2 __ c2 ..§.J.ll + p c U(p,t) 2.,.,. at2 IL (6) 
Solvi.rg this differential equation, subject to initial corrli 
tions of zero velocity and displacement at time o- and the require-
rrent that the response remain finite as p-+oo yields: 
U(p, t) = c sin(cpt)h(t) 2rrp (7) 
Taki.rg the inverse Hankel Transfonn yields the time domai 
point ·to point impulse response given by 
u(r,t) = c h(ct-r) 
2rr [(ct)2 - r2J1/2 (8) 
'!he Fourier Transfonn of equation (8) can be obtained usi.rg 
the follCMirg relationship between the Fourier and I.aplace Trans-
forms 
l{f(t); t-+w} = £{f(t); ~w} (9) 
combined with the relationship 
10 
(10) 
'Ihe frequency domain point to point ilTipulse response is thus 
U(r,w) = ½ X0 {i~r} (11) 
where X0 is the Bessel function of the secorrl kin:1. Since the 
Bessel function is difficult to evaluate for use in a practical 
diffraction analysis, it is useful to consider approximations to 
this result. Factoring the denominator of equation ( 8) as follows 
u(r,t) = c h(ct-r) 
2R((ct+r) (ct-r)J 112 
(12) 
arrl considering times for which ( ct+r=2r) , which presaves the .,,. · 
havior of this function near its branch point, yields the aR;)roXL 
ate tine domain ilTipulse response for a point source 
u' (r' t) = __ c_h_(_ct_-_r_) __ 
2R (2r(ct-r)J 112 
(13) 
'Ihe approximate frequency response given by the Fourier trans-
fonn of equation (13) is 
-. l j 1 /2 . I U' (r w) = _L ~RC e-Jwr c 
1 4K JWr (14) 
'Ibis result can also be obtained using an asymptotic approxim-
ation for the Bessel function of the secorrl kirrl, arrl for roc>st prac-
tical transducer geometries arrl substrates is irrlistinguishable from 
11 
the exact transform expression for frequencies above a feM megahertz 
( see Figure 2) . Since this approximation to the ideal ix>int-to-
ix>int impulse response is valid in the high frequency region of 
interest (roughly 10 MHz to several GHz), it can be used along with 
Huygen' s Principle to detennine the response at any frequency at a 
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Figure 2. Comparison of Exact arrl Approxilrate Point to 
Point Frequency Response. 
QfAPrER IV 
TAP ID FOINr RESFONSE 
Using the principle of superposition, or Huygen's Principle, 
the response at any given observation point to an impulse applied 
to a tap can be found by integrating the point to point impulse re-
sponse along the tap [ 4, 5, 9, 21-24] • 'Ihis yields the following re-
sponse in the time domain 
(15) 
where y is the position along the transmitting tap, Y, is the posi-
. p 
tion of the observation point relative to a line parallel to tr, 
bottom of the transmitting tap, and Lis the tap length as shown in 
Figure 3. 
'!his integration yields a response at point Yp such as the one 
shown in Figure 5. From Figure 4, it can be seen that no response 
is expected at the point yP until a time t 0=D/c has been reached, 
since this is the :minimum arrount of time it will take the wave to 
travel from the transmitter to the observation point. From time t 0 
to t
1
, there are two regions of the transmitting tap making equiv-
alent contributions to the response at point Yp, while from t 1 to t 2 
only one region contributes directly, and for times beyond t 2 there 










Figure 3. coordinate System for Tap to Point Integration. 
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Figure 5. Tap to Point Impulse Response. 
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Yp. 'lbe l:::>ehavior of the impulse response shown in Figure 5 re-
flects these ti:rre limits. Prior to ti:rre t
0
, no response is detected 
at Yp. From t 0 to t 1 , the response is fairly constant, reflecting 
the two regions contributing to the output during this time. 'Ihe 
response then drops off from t 1 to t 2 , the ti:rre frame when only one 
direct contribution is being made. For times beyond t 2 , the re-
sponse falls off towards zero, as required by the form of the solu-
tion to the two dimensional wave equation. 'lbe 'tail' on this re-
sponse for ti.mes beyorrl t 2 is :p.irely a mathematical by-product of 
the fonnulation of this m::rlel, arrl. would not be observed on a real 
surface wave device. In the frequency danain, this is reflected by 
a point to point impulse response that varies as ( 1/ w) 1 / 2 , rather 
than being constant for all frequency. '!his artifact can be rem:wed 
after the geometrical diffraction analysis has been perfonned by 
multiplyinq the frequency response obtained by w1/ 2 • 
In the frequency danain, the tap to point integral beccJroos 
H ( w) = r½. r~1tc_l 1 /2 e -jwr/cdy 
t-,, Yp, JJ1t bwrJ (16) 
where the approximate frequency response given by equation (14) has 
been used. E:quation (16) is evaluated nurrerically arrl used to 
generate the transverse intensi'o/ or "beam" profiles at various dis-
tances from the source tap. 
OiAPI'ER V 
TAP 'IO TAP RESFONSE 
In order to determine the impulse response of a pair of 
parallel taps of arbitrary lengths and positions relative to one 
another, a double integral over the taps must be performed. 'lllis 
integral can be expressed in the time domain as follows 
Ira b 
J J :n 
h(ct - r) 
dydy 




y =-by =a 
T R 




where yR is the coordinate along the 'receiving' tap, Yr is the 
coordinate along the 'transmitting' tap relative to a horizontal 
line through yR, and a, b, L, D, and r are as shown in Figure 6. 
'Ihe receiving tap is sha.m as shorter than the transmitting one for 
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Figure 6. eoordinate system for Tap to Tap D:>uble Integral. 
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mittirg to a longer tap would be identical [ 3, 25 J • 
In evaluating this double integral, a technique called double 
integral reduction, as presented by Datta [ 1 J , is used to reduce 
equation ( 17) or ( 18) to a single integral. As shown in Figure 7, 
for each argle, theta, the energy launched at this angle by the 
transmitting tap is distributed evenly f:ran Y . to Y . Since all 
. m1n max 
transmitting an:l receiving point pairs related by the same angle 
theta are equivalent [4], the value of the integran:1 for this value 
of theta is a constant, an:l the integral along the receiving tap can 
be expressed simply as the width of the signal received. '!his width 
can be fourrl by detennining the overlap between the shadow of the 
transmitter for this argle, which exterrls from Ymi n to Ymax, with 
the limits of the receiving tap, a an:l b. Since this received width 
is deperrlent solely on theta for a fixed transducer geometcy, arrl 
theta deperrls on Yr, the double integral in equation (17) or (18 ) , .... 
reduced to a single integral over Yr as shown 
(19) 
(';~r) (b-a)dyr + (';~r) (L-yr -a)dyr} 
y =-a y =L-b 
r r 
where F (r) represents either u (r, t) or U' (r, w) , deperrling on the 
domain in which the integral is performed. 'Ihis set of single in-
tegrals can be visualized by drawing out the area of integration of 
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Figure 7. Representation of Integral Limits 




Figure 8. Area of Integration for Couble Integral 
of Equations (17) arrl (18). 
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width in the YR direction can be expressed as a simple function of 
Yr, reducin;] equation (17) or (18) ~ the set of integrals in equa-
tion (19). ~ite the simplicity of this approach and the degree 
of simplification it yields calculationally, double integral reduc-
tion is seldom discussed in the literature [1,4], and does not seem 
to be in widespread use at the present time. 
ClIAPrER VI 
TRANSIXJCER 'ID TRANSIXJCER RESFDNSE 
In the analysis thus far, the response of two 'taps' of 
arbitrary lengths and positions relative to one another has been 
developed. However, when consideri_n;J an entire transducer, the lo-
cation of these 'taps' nru.st be defined (1,5]. In the analysis to 
follow, the transducer will be regarded as a discrete set of 
sources, or taps, each of which is located midway between two trans-
ducer fingers ( see Figure 9) . 'Ihe assumption that the tap on the 
acoustic delay line occurs in the middle of the gap between fin;Jers 
is based on this bei_n;J the region of max.iinurn torq~e created by a 
voltage difference between fingers, and hence it is a region 
transductiqn from electrical to nechanical energy. fue lergth of 
each effective tap is equal to the lergth of the region of overlap 
between fingers of opposite polarities (5]. If two adjacent fingers 
have the same· polarity, then there will not be a torque created on 
the dipoles in the substrate between the two fin;Jers (which are at 
equal potentials) , and therefore the tap located between these 
fingers will have an effective lergth of zero. Al though this 
approach does not take into consideration the charge distribution on 
the taps, a factor similar .to the element factor (3,13,25] could be 
incorporated to include this effect. 
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Transducer Geometry for Transducer to Transducer 
Analysis. Effective taps are indicated by dashed 
lines located between transducer fingers. 
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arbitrarily apodized transducers, the first with center frequency 
f 01 and M fingers arrl the secorrl ~ith center frequency fee arrl N 
fingers. 'Ihe transducers are separated by a center to center dis-
tance Z0 , they can have any apertures desired, arrl their vertical 
centers are offset by an arbitrary arrount (see Figure 10) • 'Ille 
overall impulse response of this devi~ in the time domain will be 
given by [13,25] 
M-1 N-1 
h(t) = I I h .. (t) 
• • 1 J 
i=l J=l 
(20) 
where hij represents the tap to tap impulse response given by equa-
tion (19) with an appropriate sign included to take into aCCCJlll1t the 
relative polarities of the taps. 'Ihe convention used in this m:x:lel 
is that an effective tap located between a negative fin;Jer on ... 
left ani a positive finger on the right is considered a posi _ 
tap, ani vice versa for a negative tap. 'Ihis methcrl of calculating 
the impulse response including diffraction is essentially a brute 
force methcrl, involving (M-1) (N-1) calculations of the diffraction 
integral. Despite the time savin;Js obtained l:?.Y usin;J Double In-
tegral Reduction, this can still be quite a lengthy calculation. 
Fortunately, it is not usual for two apodized transducers of 
different center frequencies to be cascaded directly. A nn.ich rrore 
cormnon arrangement, and one which leoos itself to a greatly reduced 
number of calculations, is the case of an unapodized or illrifonn 
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Figure 10. Effective Tap GeometJ:y for 'Iwo Arbitrary Transducers. 
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frequency. We will also assume that the sampl~ rates in the two 
transducers are equal, so that the time inte:rvals 6.T shown in Figure 
(11) are the sane. 
As can be seen from the geometrical arra.rgement in Figure 12, 
the distance (or equivalently the time) between the first tap in 
the first transducer arrl the first tap . in the secorrl tansducer is 
equal to the distance between the secorrl tap in the first transducer 
ard the secorrl tap in the secorrl transducer. '!his symmetcy a:mtin-
ues for many of the other tap pairs, arrl it can be shown that there 
are only (M-1) + (N-2) possible tap pair separations. 'Ihus, it ; 
only necesacy to calculate the diffraction integral for this small 
number of geometries, as canpared to (M-1) (N-1) calculations for the 
general, bnite force n-ethod. '!he diffraction field of a tap of 
len:fth equal to those in the unifom inp.rt transducer can be calcu-
lated. at each distance of interest, am the amplitude of the re-
sponse reachirg each of a number of points across the transverse 
distance be~ considered at the output can be stored in an array. 
'Ihese values will also be calculated for many times within a time 
range of interest. Once these (M-l)+(N-2) basic diffraction field 
responses have been calculated, all that is necessary to do in order 
to fim the overall response of the two transducers is to add up the 
amplitude -. responses that fall within the spatial extent of each 
effective tap in the output apcxlized transducer at each point in 
time, t.akirg into aa:ount the polarities of the effective taps (see 
Figure 13). 





Effective Taps of 
output Transduc.er 
Figure 11. Effective Tap Geometry for one Unifonn 
arrl One Ap:xlized Transducer. 
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Figure 12. Equivalent Times Between Transducers. 
When transducer center frequencies are 
equal, symmetry allows for a reduction 
in the number of calculations necessary. 
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Effective Taps of 
Transmittin;J Transducer 
Effective Taps of 
output Transducer 
Figure 13. utilizing Sinplifying Symmetry for Transducers 
With F.qual Center Frequencies. 'Ihe diffracted field 
is calculated at many points and several distances 
(dots). ~tial extent of output taps is shavn by· the 
boxes, and can be used to firrl overall response. 
OIAPIER VII 
EXI'ENSION 'ID 'lliE ANISOIROPIC CASE 
'Ihe wave equation in cylindrical coorc:linates used in this 
med.el assumes no variation in response with propagation direction on 
the substrate. However, it is well known that on anisotropic 
materials, the phase velocity of the surface wave arrl the elec-
tromechanical coupling coefficient both vary with propagation dirf?r-
tion [ 1, 3-5, 26-29] . In order to analyze the anisotropic case full , 
it would be necessary to return to the wave equation in cylirrlrical 
coordinates ( equation ( 3) ) arrl solve the equation that arises when 
angular symmetry is not assumed 
2 2 2 a u(r,e,t) +..!.au+_! au __ l __ a__!:!_ __ 6(r)6(t) 
ar2 r ar r2 ae2 c2 (e) 2 at - 2rrr • (21) 
n-iis equation still assumes no variation in displacement with 
axial direction, since we are considerirg a two dimensional wave. 
Since it adds considerable mathematical complexity to include 
anisotropy in the wave equation itself, a first approximation to the 
anisotropic displacement is made by substituting surface wave veloc-
ity as a function of angle, c(e), directly into the solution to the 
wave equation for the isotropic case. '!his approximation assumes 




A look up table for c (0) on YZ ~ was generated using a 
fifteen tenn trigonometric expansion, as described by Anhorn, Engan, 
arrl Ronnekleiv [30] (see Figure 14). '!he expansion for both c(0), 
the phase velocity, arrl tic, the change in phase velocity which 
occurs when the surface is electrically shorted with an ideal con-
ductor of zero thickness is as follows 
15 
g_ (0) = [ g_ cos (2ne) 
1 n=O 1n (22) 
where g; can represent either quantity, arrl the coefficients for the 
two cases are given in Table 1. 'Ihese coefficients were obtained by 
surface wave velocity measurements taken usirg a laser probe, arrl by 
fittirq the expansion above to the IOOaSUred data. 
In adition to the velocity variation with propagation direc-
tion, the electraoochanical couplin;J coefficient will also var · 
[3,12,31,32]. Altha.igh the entire discussion thus far has bet.. 
about dispiacement, it is important to realize that this displace-
ment will be brought about by the application of an electrical 
signal (3]. It is therefore necessary to define an electrical p:,int 
to point :in,p..llse response, which inc:ludes the fact that the energy 
launched frcm an electrical p:,int source into an anisotropic medium 
will not ·be evenly distributed, with rrore energy propagating in 
certain directions than in others. Mcxtifyin;J the tiloo domain 
:in,p..llse response as shown 






usin;J a nonnalized. version of the couplin;J coefficient will take 
this into account. '!he final response of a transducer can be multi-
plied. by ~ax , the maximum value of K(e) , in order to take the 
overall couplin;J efficiency into account. Several techniques for 
calculatin;J K(e) were fourrl in the literature [12,24,27-29]. 'IWo 
TABIB 1 
CX)EFF'ICIENI'S FOR 'IlUGONCl-1EIRIC EXPANSION 


















































Source: Anhorn, M., H. E. En;Jan, arrl A. Ronnekleiv. 
1987. "New SAW Velocity Measurements on Y-cut ~ . " 
Proceedings of 1987 IEEE Ultrasonics Sympositnn: 279-283. 
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rrethods Y1ere used in this investigation, arrl canpared well. First, 
the couplin:J coefficient can be calculated from the anisotropic 
dielectric tensor components 
(24) 
where c is the free surface velocity, 6.c is the change in velocity 
between free surface am a shorted surface wave, arrl EPR r is the 
relative equivalent dielectric constant given by 
am i 0 is the pennittivity of free space [24,27 ,29]. 'Ihe direction 
of propagation of the surface wave is direction 1, arrl direction 3 
is nonnal to the surface, in the sagittal plane. 'Ihe dielectric 
constants for a given propagation direction can be detennined simr 
by rotatin:J the tensors for these constants to the appropriate 
orientations. Another approximation for K 'Which is nn.lch simpler was 
discussed by Kina [ 28] 
I "~ I = I 1 - G. +i] 1 /2 I (26) 
Despite the apparent simplicity of this approxilTlation, it seems to 
-. 
yield results similar to equation (24). 
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Fi~ 14. Velocity r:ata Generated for YZ ~ 
(a) Riase velocity as a function of 
direction relative to Z-axis. 
(b) Difference between free surface 
arrl shorted surface velocity. 
aJAPI'ERVIII 
RESULTS AND DISClJSSION 
Tap to Point Response 
Equation {14) was used to calculate the response at various 
points across the transverse region of interest am thereby generate 
beam profiles at a given frequency am at several values of the 




where Dis the nonnal distance from tap to :EX>int {as shown in Figure 
3) , A- is the wavelength at the frequency of interest, am the trar ,.. 
mi tting tap is of length I.;=2a. 'Ihis mathod was succ.essful, howev --· 
it turned out that D:,uble Integral Reduction was able to contribute 
significantly to saving time in this calculation as well as others. 
'!his approach, which was lt'D.lch more efficient, involved calculating 
equation {19), arrl keeping track of where the energy was en:ling up 
in the transverse direction while perfonning the integration. '!his 
enabled one integration to yield infonnation about the response 
across a range of spatial bins, thereby generating the entire beam 
profile in one integration. 'Ihis greatly reduced calculation ti.Ires 
as compared to beam profile generation using equation 16, where an 
integral had to be perfonned for each output :EX)int of interest. 
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For the isotropic case, the results obtained using the impulse 
driver approach campare well with those obtained using the more 
traditional approximation to the point to point impulse response, 
ej k r / (r) 1 / 2 [ 4, 5, 18], as sham in Figure 15. For values of W less 
than 4, near field profiles in which m:::>st of the energy launched by 
the transrni tting tap remains within a transverse distance roughly 
equal to the tap width are observed. "As W increases, the beam 
profiles becorre those nore characteristic of the Fraunhofer re;ion, 
with a significant ano.mt of energy spreading out transversely 
beyorrl the edges of the direct beam path. When W=4, the traditional 
(sin(x)/x) 2 response irrlicating the onset of the Fraunhofer re;ion 
is observed [ 9, 11 J • Note that the integration technique developed 
using the impulse response driver m:del is valid for all rarges. 
Since anisotropy does not have as great an effect on the re-
sponse felt at a given point as it ·aces on the response felt by -
entire region ( or tap) , an:l since the effects of anisotropy ar 
greatly reduced when a wave is launched on a pure m:de axis, the 
beam profiles generated for YZ ~ with no misorientation of the 
propagation direction fran the Z axis were very similar to those 
generated for the isotropic case. 'Ihe profiles differ frc:an the 
isotropic profiles only in the near field, where they compare favor-
ably with- those generated by Farnell for the case of parabolic 
anisotropy [ 11 J • Inclusion of transducer misorientation in the 
ana.lysis should have a major effect on these profiles, causing power 
flow to result. 
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Figure 15. Intensity Profiles at successive Values of the 
Scaled Distance W for Diffraction on an Isotropic 
SUbstrate. 
(a) Profiles obtained usinJ eqtJ?tion (16J (times lif). 
(b) Nonnalized profiles usinJ eJ k r / (r) 11 impulse 
response approximation ( 4 J • 
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Since it is possible to derive an approximate point to point 
impulse response which includes the effects of anisotropy (equation 
( 2 3) ) , Huygen' s principle can be applied usirg this approximate 
Green's function for anisotropic substrates. Now, since a point 
source radiates energy radially outward, al though not necessarily 
unifonnly, the waves generated by many point sources along a line 
source will add constructively arrl. destructively. 'Ihus if a trans-
ducer launches a wave off axis, we expect that, provided the point 
source response includes the anisotropy correctly, the phencm:mon of 
power flow should appear as a natural consequence of wave inter-
ference. 'Ihe :p::,wer flow a.rgle was derived to describe the behavior 
of a plane wave, since for a plane wave launched off axis in an 
anisotropic substrate the phase velocity arrl. the group (or energy) 
velocity differ in direction. 'Ihe phase velocity remains in the 
direction of propagation of the wave, while the energy propaga· 
off at an a.rgle ¢ (the power flow angle) with respect to the 
propagation direction ( see Figure 16) . However, this type of 
analysis cannot be applied to a point source, since a point source 
launches energy in all directions, and each "burrlle" of energy 
travels radially outward, with no distinction between the phase and 
group velocity. Irrleed, the power flow angle really only has 
meaning when discussing a wave launched by an extended source. It is 
gratifying to see, therefore, that beam profiles generated usi_m 
Huygen•s Principle with the impulse driver point source impulse re-
sponse denxmstrate the process of power flow (see Figures 17 arrl 








Figure 16. Acoustic Beam Traj ecto:ry in. an Anisotropic 
SUbstrate, Illustrating Power Flow. 
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also dem:>nstrate pc:Mer flow [ 33] . As can be seen, the energy 
travels off in a direction different than the direction of propaga-
tion, causi.n;J the beam to walk off to one side. 'Ihe p::Mer flow 
cm;1les observed are slightly lower than those predicted by plane 
wave theory. '!his may be due to the fact that the profiles were 
generated far enough away fran the tap in question that it no lo~er 
looked like the generated wave is planar. 
Tap to Tap Response 
Tap to tap i.np.llse response cw:ves ¥Jere generated in the time 
domain from equation ( 17) , usi.rg the double integral reduction 
technique. Frequency domain responses ¥Jere obtained fran equation 
( 18) an:l inverse Fourier tran.sfonned, yieldi.rg time danain tap to 
tap i.np.llse responses in good agreerrent with those calculated in the 
time domain. 
Figure 19 shows the i.np.llse response of equal lerqth ta: 
with no transverse offset on an isotropic substrate. As expected, 
no response is observed until the signal launched by the transmit-
ti.rg tap has had time to propagate to the recei vi.rg tap. After the 
ilrpJ.1.se initially reaches the receivirg tap, the response dies off 
rapidly. '!he i.np.llse response for this configuration on Y-cut 
~ wi~ propagation alorq the z axis is allrost irrlistin:Juishable 
from the isotropic response. If the taps are of equal lerqth, but 
have a 50% transverse offset, the i.np.llse responses for the 
isotropic case and for YZ ~ are as shown in Figure 20. As can 
be seen, there is ncM a short time rarqe duri.rg which direct contri-
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Figure 17. Beam Profiles at Various Nonnalized Distances and 
a 1 Degree Angle of Propagation on yz~ • 
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butions from different parts of the transmitting tap reach the re-
cei virq tap, followed by a rapid drop similar to the case of no 
offset. As expected, the i.n'pulse response on the anisotropic sub-
strate is broadened slightly compared to the isotropic case. once 
again, inclusion of launchin;J misaligrnnents significantly affect 
these results. Behavior was also investigated. arrl i.n'pulse responses 
obtained for taps of arbitrai:y 1~ arrl transverse positions rel-
ative to one another, yielding expected results. 
Transducer to Transducer Responses 
Transducer to transducer responses were evaluated. for several 
cases. It was observed that the computation time for two trans-
ducers with a given mnnber of taps is considerably lower for the 
case where one is unifonn arrl the center frequencies are the sarre. 
Typical resp::,nses in the time domain are shown in Figures xx arrl aa, 
arrl an FFT can be perforrred [34], yielding the frequency responses 
shown. 
In order to un::ierstan:1 the behavior of the c:amplete 
transducer to transducer i.n'pulse response, v1e first consider the re-
sponses of smaller elements that make up these transducers. 'Ihe 
results for an isotropic substrate will be considered first. 
'!he i.n'pulse response observed between two single taps of 
equal length with no transverse offset is shown in Figure 19. Since 
these irrlividual taps do not sample the wave at any specified fre-
quency, they do not have any inherent frequency content. '!his is 
dem::>nstrated in Figure 21, where there is no observed furrlamental 
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Figure 20. Tap to Tap Inpulse Response for Two Taps of Equal 
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Figure 21. Frequency Ixmain Response for Two Taps of Equal 
Length With a Fifty Percent Transverse Offset. 
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'Ihe time domain impulse response of a multi-tap transducer is 
simply the superposition of single tap impulse responses for all 
possible pairs of taps consisting of one tap in each transducer. 
When carrying out this superposition, the relative polarities of the 
taps must be taken into account. 'Ihe expected result deperrls on the 
georretry of the particular transducers involved. 
As an example, consider two unifonn transducers, each with 6 
effective taps, as shown in Figure 22. Since the envelope of the 
tin-e domain impulse response of each transducer is a ~le func-
tion, it is expected that the envelope of the outp.rt time danain re-
sponse will be the ronvolution of two ~le functions of equal 
1~, or a tri~le function. '!his expected behavior is obtained 
as a result of diffraction integral calculations, as shown in Figure 
23. Considering the geometry, it can be seen that there are M+N-1, 
or 11 times at which in:li vidual tap pairs will interact. 'Ihese 
tbnes co~rrl to the sharp jUirlpS observed in Figure 23. llle 
first tap pair interaction occurs bewteen a negative tap in one 
transducer arrl a positive tap in the secorrl transducer. '!his causes 
a sharp junq;, d~, follc:JrNed by the trailin;J off behavior pre-
vioosly seen in Figure 19. A time interval t:i.T later, two pairs of 
taps are interacting, each providing positive "unit jump" rontribu-
tions to the outµIt. '!his rontribution cancels what is left of the 
original negative jump arrl yields a positive result. '!he next time 
inte:tval produces a negative jump of 3 units, and so on. 
In a transducer with m::>re than one tap, there is a built in 
sampling of the wave due to tap spacin;J. According to samplin;J 
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Figure 23. Tbre D:lllain Response for the Interaction 
of 'I\vo Unifonn Transducers. Transducers 
have equal apertures, six taps each, arrl 




theory [34], this should result in a characteristic frequency re-
5IX>nse. A signal with a basebarrl frequency response, when sampled 
at frequency f 5 will resu1 t in the duplication of the base.barrl re-
six>nse centered at integral multiples of the samplirg frequency. 
For a 2f
0 
sampled device, with fun:lamental response at f
0 
, this will 
result in responses at all the odd hanronic frequencies, including 
the third hanronic, 3f
0
• D..le to the distances involved in the dif-
fraction calculation beirg larger (in wavelengths) for the hanronics 
than for the fundamental, it is expected that the hanronics will 
have sorrewhat smaller magnitude than the fun:lamental. Since the 
transducers urrler consideration (Figure 22) are 2f
0 
san-pled, we 
would expect to obse:rve a frequency damain response consistirg of a 
fundamental and a third hannonic. "As shown in Figure 24, this is 
exactly the response obtained using the impulse driver diffraction 
analysis. 'Ihe third hannonic in Figure 24, however, is further 
reduced in magnitude when carpared to the fun:lamental response due 
to the 1/ ( w) 1 1 2 characteristic of the solution to the two-di.men-
sional wave equation. In order to rerrove the effects of this mathe-
matical artifact, we multiply the frequency response by { w) 1 1 2 , 
which yields the result shown in Figure 25. Inverse Fourier trans-
formirg this response yields the time domain response shCMn in 
Figure 26. It is interestirg to note that by increasirg the level 
of the third hannonic, the gradual trailing off in tine now appears 
as dips instead. 'Ihis response does not include an element factor 
to describe the charge distribution within the transducer, but one 
































Figure 24. Frequency D:Jinain Response Corresporrling to 
Response Shown in Figure 23. Note the presence 
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Figure 26. Time IXJinain Response Obtained by Inverse 
Fourier Transfo~ the Response Shown 




tially cancell:im these dips. 
In order to observe the effects of diffraction on predicted 
device performance, it is useful to consider a unifonn transducer 
cascaded with an apodized transducer in an arrangement that yields 
gcxrl sidelabe rejection. In the example presented here, a six tap 
unifonn transducer arrl a twenty-five tap apcx:lized transducer of 
equal maximum apertures are cascaded with no transverse offset, and. 
the responses are calculated on an isotropic substrate at various 
separation distances. Since propagation loss will affect the 
amplitude of the response, we will consider only relative response 
sha:pes. A degradation of the upper transition barrlwidth with in-
creas:Lm separation distance is expectErl. 
'Ihe time domain response shown in Figure 27 is similar to that 
shown previously for the sbrpler case of two unapcxlized transducers. 
Once again, the time danain response is easily interpreted, with 
vai:yirg size jumps corresporrlirg to vai:yirg tap len:fths in the 
apodized transducer. '!he frequency responses shown in Figure 28 are 
for two different transducer separation distanc.es, arrl illustrate 
the expected spreadllg of the passban:l skirt due to diffraction for 
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Figure 27. Time Dc:Jmain Response for a Six Tap 
Unweighted Transducer cascaded With 
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Figure 28. 'Iheoretical Predictions of Frequency D::lrnain 
Responses for a Six Tap Unweighted Transducer 
cascaded With a 25 Tap Apodized Transducer, 
calculated for '!\.Jo Separation Distances. 
Note the increased spreading of the passban:1 
skirts due to the greater effect of diffraction 
with increasirg separation. 
rnAPrER IX 
mNCIDSION 
'Ihis thesis has presented the basic developirent of a new model 
for the analysis of SAW diffraction. 'Ihe impulse driver used in the 
wave equation yields a response 'Which is valid for all frequencies. 
Use of double integral reduction sinplifies calculations consider-
ably, while perfonnirq integrals in the time danain provides clear 
insight into the gearetrical basis for the responses obtained. 
Observed phenomena such as power flCM, beam steering, am passban:l 
skirt spreading with increased transducer separation arise naturally 
as an extension of the theoretical considerations involved. Results 
c:::arpare extrerrely well with those obtained using a canm:m approxima-
tion to the actual point source impulse response, ~ 1c r / (r) 1 / 2 • Work 
is continuirg to fully develop this rocxiel, incluclin;J extenilng the 
analysis to devices utilizirg multistrip couplers am arbitrary 
geanetries. 'Ihe effect of the 1/ ( w) 1 / 2 depen:ience of the frequency 
danain point sarrce response is still urx:ler investigation. Experi-
mental 'WOrk to confinn these theoretical results is beyorrl the 
scope of this thesis but will be pursued in the future. Use of this 
model should yield a diffraction analysis valid for broadbarrl fre-
quency filter responses with reduced corrputational time required 
when compared to conventional diffraction analysis. FUture work 
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will involve developi.rq an optimization routine to be utilized when 
designin;J practical SAW devices. 
APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
TAP 'IO FOINI' AND TAP 'IO TAP INI'Ex:;RATION POCGRAMS 
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C 
C SUBRCUrINE NrPI'IME 
C 
c '!his routine calculates the response in the time domain 
c at a point due to an impulse awlied to a transmitting 
c tap, usin;J the exact point-to-point impulse response. 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,L-Z) 





C Enter Necessary Values 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Enter center frequency, in MHz: ' 
RF.AD(*,*) fo 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Enter velocity of wave, in m;sec: ' 
RF.AD(*,*) C 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Enter width of transmittirg tap, in 
wavelengths: ' 
RF.AD(*'*) L 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter horizontal distace from tap to point, in 
* wavelengths:' 
RF.AD(*,*) D 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Enter vertical position of point relative to 
bottom of 
* tap, in wavelengths: ' 
RFAD(*,*) Yp 
· WRITE(*,*) 'ENter number of ~ar increments for 
integral:' 
RFAD(*,*) ANGNUM 
WRITE ( *, *) 1 Enter mininrum time of interest, in microsec: ' 
RFAD(*,*) MININr 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter maximum time of interest, in microsec:' 
RFAD(*,*) MAXINr 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Enter rnnnber of sample points desired: ' 
RFAD(*,*) SAMP 




C calculate values · 
WVI.NGIH = C/(fo*l.Dt06) 
L = L*WVI.NGIH 
D = D*WVI.NGIH 
Yp = Yp*WVI.NGIH 
MININr = MININI'*l.OD-06 
MAXINI1 = MAXINI'*l.OD-06 
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'IHErAMIN = DATAN2 ( (Yp-L) , D) 
C 
c calculate step sizes for bothy am time 
YINCR = -1/ANGNUM 
DELTAT = (MAXINr - MININr) / ( SAMP-1) 
C 





00 200 J=l,SAMP 

















Tmvt: = 0.DO 
CAIL RESFONSE(C,YINCR,D,T,'IHErAMIN,resp) 
VOID= RESP 
loop 100 calculates the integral over transmittirg tap 
00 100 I=l,ANGNUM 
AI=I 
Y = L +(AI*YINffi) 
'IHErA = DATAN2 ( (Yp-Y) , D) 
CAIL RESFONSE(C,YINCR,D,T,'IHErA,resp) 
VNEW = RESP 
Provided we' re not near 'edge' (branch point) , 
we can simply use trapezoidal rule for integral. 
IF(( (VOID .GI'. 0.0) .AND. (VNE.W .GI'. 0.0)) .OR. 
((VOID • m. 0. 0) • AND. (VNE.W • m. 0. 0) ) ) 'IHEN 
Tm-I = (VNEW + (VOID-VNEW) /2. 0) * (-YINCR) 
SUM = SUM + 'I'ER-1 
EISE 
If we are near the branch point, must perfonn 
here 100re carefully. 
IXXJBIBY = . TRJE. 
IF (VNEW .m. 0.0) '!HEN 
exiting region where response is non-zero 
SIGN= -1. 
REFY = Y - 2.*YINCR 
'IHErA = DATAN2 ( (Yp-REFY) ,D) 
CALL RES:roNSE(C,YINCR,D,T,'IHEI'A,resp) 
VREF = RESP 
Nee:1 to allow- for when signal first arrives 
IF (VREF .m. 0.0) '!HEN 







'IHETA = DA.TAN2 ( (Yp-REFY) , D) 
CALL RES:roNSE(C,YINCR,D,T,'IHETA,resp) 
VREF = RESP 
lXXJBIEY = . FAISE. 
EISE 
ENDIF 
otherwise, enteri.rg region where response 
EISE 
SIGN= +1 
REFY = Y + YINCR 
'IHETA = DA.TAN2 ( (Yp-REFY) , D) 
CALL RES:R:,NSE(C,YINCR,D,T,'IHETA,resp) 
VREF = RESP 
IF (VREF .m. 0.0) '!HEN 
REFY = y 
'IHETA = DA.TAN2 ( (Yp-REFY) , D) 
CALL RESR)NSE(C,YINCR,D,T,'IHETA,resp) 
VREF = RESP 




Firrl exact location of the 'edge' 
CID = ( (C""T) **2 - 0**2) 
YECGE = Yp + SIGN*r:sQRr(CID) 
VIN.IT= VREF 
V = VIN.IT 
DELV = 50. *VINIT/ANGNUM 
EIX;E.S(JM = O.DO 
EVAIDID = AB.5(REFY-YECGE) 
ELIMIT = .00lOO*EVAIDID 
IF (EVAIDID .Gr. ELIMIT) '!HEN 
V = V+DELV 











Keep track of integral so far 
SUM = SUM + (VINIT*ABS (YECGE-REFY) ) + EIXiFSUM 
IF (IXXJBI.El) '!HEN 
IF (SIGN .m. -1) '!HEN 
SUM = SUM - (VNEW+ (VOID-VNEW) /2. 0) * ( -
EISE 
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VNEW = VINIT 
y = REFY 








c Store results of integral 
WRITE(9,150) T,SUM . 
150 FORMAT(El6.8,1X,E16.8) 








C '!his routine calculates the response at a given point 
C an:i time. 
C 
IMPLICIT RFAL*8 (A-H, L-Z) 
PI= 4.0*DATAN(l.0D+-00) 
R = D/IXnS ('IHEI'A) 










C 'lhis rcutine calculates the ~roxilnate 
C resp:mse in the frequency danain at a point yp due to an 
C inp.llse awlied to a transmiting tap. rrhe tap is of length 
C L; D is the perperx:licular distance from the transmitting 
C tap to yp; yp is the vertical location of the obsel:vation 
C point relative to the bottan of the transmitting tap. 
C 
IMPLICIT RFAL*8{A-H,L-Z) 





c calculate values 
'IHErAMAX = DATAN2 (yp, D) 
'IHETAMIN = DATAN2 ( (yp-L) ,D) 
C 
C Set step sizes for integration alonq transmitting tap. 
YINCR = -1/ANGNUM 
C 
c Initialize variables 
RPARr = 0.0 
IPARr = 0.0 
MAG= 0.0 
mASE = 0.0 
CM&;A = 2.0*PI*FINr 
C 
c Perfonn integral over transmittirg tap. 
C 
C Firrl initial values 
Y=L 
'IHEI'A = DATAN2 ( (YP-Y) , D) 
A = (-YINCR) *IEQRI' ( (C*I:XrS ('IHETA)) / ( (PI**2) *D*FINI')) 
B = (CM&;A*D)/ (C*I:XrS ('IHETA)) 
IDID = A*I:XrS(B) 
GOID = (-1. 0) *A*ffilli(B) 
00 50 J = 0,ANGNUM 
AJ = J 
Y = L + (AJ*YINCR) 
'IHETA = DATAN2 ( (YP-Y) , D) 




RPARr = RPARr + ENEW + (IDI.D-ENEW)/2.0 
IPARr = IPARr + GNE.W + (GOID-GNEW)/2.0 
IDID = ENEW 






MAG = (IEQRI' ( (RPARr**2) + ( IPARI'**2) )/ ( 4. 0*PI) ) 
RiASE = DATAN2(IPARI',RPARI') - (PI/4.0) 
RE'IURN 
END 
C SUBRaJITNE APRK 
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C 
c '!his routine calculates the beam profile 
C at any specified frequency, on an isotropic 
c or anisotropic substrate, usin;J a setup 
c similar to that USErl for double integral 
c reduction, arrl incorporatin;J the angular 
c deperrlence of the electranechanical couplin;J 
c coefficient. 
C 
IMPLICIT RFAL*8 (A-H, IrZ) 
IMPLICIT INI'11.iER*4 ( I -K) 
OIAAACI'ER*32 ONAME,FSUB,FSUB2~SNAME 
RFAL*8 VEL(l:181,l:2),DVEL(l:181,l:2),ffi)F(l:1500,1:3) 




C Enter Necessary Values 
10 WRITE(*,*) 'Enter symbol for substrate name: [I-isotropic, 




c <lleck for invalid inp.It: 
IF(SNAME .m. 'I,) 'IHEN 
FSUB = 'IVEL.~' 
FSUB2 = I IDVEL. ~ I 
EISE IF (SNAME • m. , P .• ) 'IHEN 
GOTO 30 
EISE IF(SNAME .m. 'Q') 'IHEN 
GOTO 30 
EISE IF(SNAME .m. '128') 'IHEN 
GOTO 30 
EISE IF c SNAME • m. , yz , ) 'IHEN 
FSUB = I 'YZVEL. ~ I 
FSUB2 = I yzIJVEL. ~ I 
EISE 




WRITE ( *, *) 'Enter center frequency, in MHz: ' 
READ(*,*) fo 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter width of transmittin:J tap, in 
wavelergths:' 
READ(* *) LTEMP , 
WRITE(~,*) 'Enter lower limit for observation point relative 
to 
* bottan of transm.ittin:J tap, in wavel~: ' 
READ(*,*) MIN . . 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter upper limit for observation point relative 
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to 
* 1:x:>ttan of transmitting tap, in wavelengths: 1 
READ(*,*) MAX 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter nonnal distace from tap to point, in 
* wavelergths:' 
READ(*,*) D 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter angle at which wave is launched, with 
* respect to pure m:xle axis of crystal ( in degrees) : ' 
READ(*,*) ALHiA 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Enter m.nnber of an;Jll].ar increments for 
integral: I 
READ(*,*) ANGNUM 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter mnnber of sample points desired in 
profile:' 
READ(*,*) YPSAMP 
C Check for invalid inµJt 
35 IF (YPSAMP .Gl1. 1500) '!HEN 
C 
WRITE(*,*) 'Number of points specified is too large. 





WRITE(*,*) 'Enter frequency of interest, in MHz:' 
READ(*,*) FINr 




C Read in velocity data appropriate for substrate choice 
_ OPEN (9, FIIE=FSUB,ACTION= 'READ' ) 
OPEN ( 30, FII.E=FSUB2 ,ACTION=' RF.AD' ) 







C Fini maximum value for k, the square root of coupling 
C coefficient 
CALL MAXI< ( SNAME, DVEL, KMAX) 
C 
C calculate values 
Co=VEL(91, 1) 
WVINGIH = Co/(fo*l.D+06) 
FINr = FINT*l.0D+06 
L = IlrEMP*WVINGIH 
D = DA'WVINGIH 
YIMIN = MIN*WVING'IH 
C 
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YfMAX = MAX*WVI.NGIH 
'IBETAMIN = DhTAN2 ( (YFMIN-L) , D) 
'lliETAMAX = DhTAN2 (YIMAX, D) 
AIHiA = (ALFHA/180.)*PI 
c calculate step sizes for bothy arrl tiine 
YINCR = -(L-YFMIN+YIMAX)/ANGNUM 
YPSTP = (YIMAX-YFMIN)/(YPSAMP-1) 
C 
C Initialize outpJt array 
00 65 I=l,YPSAMP 
AI=I 
PROF(I, 1) = MIN-LTEMP/2 .+((AI-1. 0) *YPSTP/WVI.NGI'H) 
PROF(I,2) = 0.0 















WIDIH = 0.0 
Loop 100 calculates the integral over transmittirg tap 
00 100 I=l, (ANGNUM+-1) 
AI=I 
Y = L - YFMIN +((AI-1.) *YINCR) 
'IHETA = IY\TAN2((-Y),D) 
BETA = ALFHA + 'IHETA 
Detennine limits of beam at receiver for this angle 
YMIN = D*DI'AN ('IHETA) 
YMAX = (D*DI'AN ('IHETA) ) + L 
IF(YMIN .I.E. YFMIN) '!HEN 
I!:MLIM = YFMIN 
EI.SE 
IaiLIM = YMIN 
ENDIF 
IF(YMAX .GE. YIMAX) '!HEN 
UPLIM = YfMAX 
EI.SE 
UPLIM = YMAX 
ENDIF 
Fini out which output spatial 'bin' this is 
I.rnK = 1 
K=l 













WIDIH = UPLIM - I.OOLIM 
JTEMP = (WIDIH/YPSTP) -1 · 
K=K+JTEMP 





IF(K .GE. YPSAMP) '!HEN 





C call subroutine to firrl velocity at this an;Jle 
C 
CALL FINIJVEL ( SNAME, BEI'A, VEL, CINr) 
C=CINr 
C Firrl next value of integrarrl for use in integral 
CALL FRESFONSE ( C, YINCR, D, 'IHETA, FINI', RE, IM) 
C 
C Fin:l inclination factor for this argle 
CALL FINDK (SNAME, BEI'A, DVEL, KIHETA) 
C 
C Mlltiply integrarrl by inclination factor 
RE = RE * KnIEI'A/I<MAX* (-YINCR) 
IM = IM _ * KnIEI'A/I<MAX* ( -YINCR) 
C 
C Add response for this argle to appropriate points 
00 90 K=I..a-n<,HIK 
FR:>F(K,2) = FR:>F(K,2) + RE 
PROF(K,3) = PROF(K,3) + IM 
90 mNI'INUE 
100 mNI'INUE 
C Store results of profile calculations 
00 140 K=l,YPSAMP 
~ = 0.25*CSQRr(PROF(K,2)**2+PROF(K,3)**2) 
IF (PROF(K, 2) .m. O. 0) '!HEN 












SUBRCVI'INE FRESroNSE ( C, YINCR, D, 'IHEI'A, FINI', RE, IM) 
C 
c 'Ihis routine calculates the frequency donain pt-pt response 
C at a given an;Jle theta between the ray connectin:;J the two 






CMEX;A = 2.0*PI*FINr 
R = D/IXX>S ('IHETA) 
A = a3QRI' ( ( C*r:o::s ('IHETA) ) / ( (PI**2) *D"FINI') ) 
B = ( CMEX;A *D) / ( C*r:o::s ('IHETA) ) 
RE = A*IXX>S (B) 
Il1 = (-1.0)*A*I:Slli(B) 
REIURN 
END 
SUBRCVI'INE FINDVEL ( SNAME, 'IHErA, VEL, CINI') 
C 
C 'Ihis subroutine calculates the velocity at a given arqle 









C See if substrate is isotropic 
C 
C 
IF (SNAME .EQ. 'I') '!HEN 
CINr = VEL(l,1) 
EISE 
C SUbstrate is anisotropic, nrust firrl velocity for angle 
used 
C 
C Detennine which two argles in the array theta lies between 
C 
C 
00 100 I= 1,180 
AI = I 
TEMPL = -(PI/2.0) + (AI-1.)*PI/180. 
TEMm = -(PI/2.0) + (AI)*PI/180. 
IF ( (TEMPL • LE. 'IHETA) • AND. ('ffl-1Hi • GE· . 'IHETA) ) '!HEN 
Interpolate between values at K arrl K+l m array 
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CID = VEL(I, 1) 
arr = VEL(I+l, 1) 
ANGDIF = 'IHETA - TEl1PL 










SUBRCUI'INE FilIDK( SNAME, 'IHETA, DVEL, IcrHETA) 
C 
C 'Ihis subroutine calculates k, the square root of 
C the electranechanical couplirg coefficient, using 
c linear interpolation between points in an array of 









C See if substrate is isotropic 
IF (SNAME .m. 'I') '!HEN 
K'.IHETA = OOQRI'(2.0*DVEL(l,2)) 
EI.SE 
C 
C SUbstrate is anisotropic, nnJSt firrl k for angle used 
C 
C Cetennine which two angles in the array theta lies between 
C 
00 100 I= 1,181 
TEMPL = DVEL(I,l)*PI/180. 
TEMR-1 = OVEL(I+l,l)*PI/180. 
IF ( (TEMPL • IE. 'IHETA) • AND. ('l'EMFH • GE. 'IHETA) ) 'THEN 
C Interpolate between values at I arrl I+l in array 
IJVID = IJVEL(I,2) 
DVHI = IJVEL(I+l,2) 
ANGDIF = 'IHETA - TEMPL 




C calculate the value for k usim this delta(v)/v 










SUBRCUl'INE MAXK (SNAME, DVEL, KMAX) 
C 
C '!his subroutine searches the delta(v)/v array DVEL 
C an::i returns the maximum value of k, the square root 








C See if substrate is isotropic 
C 
IF (SNAME .m. 'I') '!HEN 
!<MAX= OOQR:r(2.0*DVEL(l,2)) 
EISE 
C SUbstrate is anisotropic, search for maximum 
TEMFMAX = DVEL(l,2) 
00 100 I= 1,180 
IF(DVEL(I+l,2) .GE. TEMFMAX) '!HEN 









C SUBRCUl'INE TAPRESPI' 
C 
C '!his routine calculates the tap-to-tap .inlpulse 
C response in the time domain on an isotropic substrate, 
C usin:;J a double integral reduction technique. 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,L-Z) 






C Enter Necessacy Values 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Enter center frequency, in MHz: ' 
RF.AD(*,*) fo 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter velocity of wave, in nVsec:' 
RF.AD(*,*) C 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Enter width of transmi tt~ tap, in 
wavelengths: ' 
RF.AD(*,*) L 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Enter width of recei v~ tap, in wavelen;rths: 1 
READ(*,*) u::ur 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter horizontal distace from tap to point, in 
* wavelengths:' 
READ(*,*) D 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter vertical position of bottom of secorrl tap 
* relative top oottan of first tap, in wavelen;rths:' 
READ(*,*) BJr 
WRITE ( *, *) 'ENter number of an;;Jtllar increirents for 
integral:' 
READ(*,*) ANGNUM 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Enter miniim.nn time of interest, in microsec: ' 
READ(*,*) MININI' 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Enter maxinum time of interest, in microsec: ' 
READ(*,*) MAXINr 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter number of sample points desired:' 
READ(*,*) SAMP 




c calculate values 
WVI.NGIH = C/(fo*l.D+-06) 
L = L*WVI.NGIH 
C 
D = D*WVI.NGIH 
BJr = BJl'*WVI.NGIH 
'IDP = BJ!' + (I.OOr*WVI..NGIH) 
MININI' = MilITN!"lrl.0D-06 
MAXINr = MAXIN!"lrl.0D-06 
'IHErAMIN = mTAN2 ( (OOI'-L) , D) 
'lliEI'AMAX = DATAN2 ('IDP, D) 
C calculate step sizes for bothy arrl time 
YINCR = -(L-oor+'IDP)/ANGNUM 
DELTAT = (MAXINr - MININI')/(SAMP-1) 
C 






00 200 J=l,SAMP 





















WIDIH = 0.0 
CM:DIH = 0.0 
CALL RESK>NSE ( C, YINCR, D, T, 'IHEI'AMIN, RESP) 
VOID= RESP 
Loop 100 calculates the integral over transmitting tap 
00 100 I=l,ANGNUM 
AI=I 
Y = L - BJr +(AI*YINCR) 
'THETA = I:M'AN2 ( (-Y) , D) 
Determine limits of beam at receiver for this ,angle 
YMIN = D*DrAN ('IHEI'A) 
YMAX = (D*DrAN('IHEI'A))+L 
IF (YMIN • IB. BJr) '!HEN 
I.CMLIM = BJr 
EI.SE 
I.CMLIM = YMIN 
ENDIF 
IF(YMAX .GE. 'IOP) IBEN 
UPLIM = 'IOP 
EISE 
UPLIM = YMAX 
ENDIF 
WIDIH = UPLIM - I.CMLIM 
Firrl next value of integrarrl for use in integral 
CALL RESFONSE(C,YINCR,D,T,'IHETA,resp) 
VNEW = RESP 
Provided we're not near 'edge' (branch point), 
we can simply use trapezoidal rule for integral. 
IF(((VOID .Gr. 0.0) .AND. (VNEW .Gr. 0.0)) .OR. 
((VOID . E)Q. 0. 0) • AND. (VNEW . E)Q. 0. 0) ) ) 'IHEN 
TERM= (VNEW + (VOID-VNEW)/2.0) *(-YINCR) 
SUM = SUM + TERM*WIDIH 
CM:DIH = WIDIH 
EISE 
If we are near the branch point, nrust perform 
here nore carefully. 










IF (VNEW .EQ. 0.0) 'IHEN 
exiti.rg region where response is non-zero 
SIGN = -1. 
REFY = Y - 2.*YINCR 
'IHETA = CM1AN2 ( ( -REFY) , D) 
CALL RESroNSE(C,YINCR,D,T,'IHETA,resp) 
VREF = RESP 
Need to allow for when signal first arrives 
IF (VREF .EQ. 0.0) '!HEN 
REFY = Y-YINCR 
'lHETA = DATAN2 ( (-REFY) ,D) 
CALL RESroNSE(C,YINCR,D,T,'IHETA,resp) 
VREF = RESP 
IXXJBI.EY = . FAISE. 
EISE 
ENDIF 
otherwise, enteri.rg region where response 
EISE 
SIGN= +1 
REFY = Y + YINCR 
'IHETA = D\TAN2 ( (-REFY) , D) 
CAIL RESFONSE(C,YINCR,D,T,'IHETA,resp) 
VREF = RESP 
IF (VREF .EQ. 0.0) '!HEN 
REFY = y 
'IHETA = Dt\TAN2 ( (-REFY) ,D) 
CALL RESFONSE(C,YINCR,D,T,'IHETA,resp) 
VREF = RESP 




Firrl exact location of the 'edge' 
CID = ( ( CJrT) **2 - 0**2) 
YEIXiE = SIGN*OOQRr(CID) 
VINIT = VREF 
V = VINIT 
DELV = 50. *VINIT/ANGNUM 
EOOESUM = O.DO 
EVAIDID = ABS(REFY-YEIXiE) 
ELIMIT = .00lOO*EVAIDID 
IF (EVAIDID .Gr. ELIMIT) 'IHEN 
-V = V+DELV 










c Keep track of integral so far 
SUM=SUM+-( (VINITA'ABS (YEOOE-REFY) ) +EIX;E.SUM) *WIUIH 
IF ( IXXJBI.EY) '!HEN 
IF (SIGN .m. -1) 'IHEN 
SUM=SUM-( (VOID+VREF) /2. 0) * (-YINCR) *CMIUIH 
ELSE 
VNEW = VINIT 
y = REFY 






CMIDIH = WIDIH 
100 <DNI'INUE 
SUM= SUM*C/2.DO/PI 
c store results of integral 
WRI'I'E(9,150) T,SUM 
150 FORMAT(E16.8,1X,E16.8) 








C '!his routine calculates the response at a given :point 
C arrl time. 
C 
lMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H, L-Z) 
PI= 4.0*~(1.0DtOO) 
R = D/IX03 ('IHETA) 






EDENCM = IEQRr((C*T)**2 - R**2) 
RESP= ljEDENCM 
~ MAIN 
C SU13RCUI'INE TAPRESPF 
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C 
c '!his routine calculates the approxbnate 
C tap-to-tap bnpulse response on an isotropic 
c substrate in · the frequency danain, using a 







RFAL*S FMAG (romrs) , FmASE (romrs) , IPARI' 
a:t-M::>N / / FMAG, FmASE 
OiARACTER*32 FNAME9,FNAME8 
PI=4.0*~(l.OD+-OOOO) 
C Enter necessary values 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Enter center frequency, in MHz: ' 
READ(*,*) fo 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Enter velocity of wave, in mjsec: ' 
READ(*,*) c 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter width of transmitting tap, in wavel~: 
READ(*,*) L 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Enter width of :recei vin;J tap, in wavel~: ' 
READ(*'*) r.cur 




WRITE(*,*) 'Enter vertical position of bottan of secorrl tap, 
:relative 
* to bottan of first tap, in wavel~: ' 
READ(*,*) 001' 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter number of angular incren¥:mts desired for 
* integral: ' 
READ(*,*) ANGNUM 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter frequency sarrpling rate, in sarrples per 
MHz: ' 
READ(*,*) FSAMP 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Enter minimum frequency of interest, in MHz: ' 
READ(*,*) FMIN 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Enter maxi.mum frequency of interest, in MHz: ' 
READ(*,*) FMAX 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Enter name of output file for linear data: ' 
READ(*,15) FNAME9 





C calculate values 
C 
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WVlNG'IH = C/(fo*l.E+06) 
L = L*WVI.NGIH 
D=D*WVI.NGili 
ror = Wl'*WVI.NGIH 
'TOP = ror + (~) 
FMIN = FMIN*l.0D+-06 
FMAX = FMAX*l.0DT06 
'lHETAMAX = rl?\TAN2 ('TOP, D) 
'IHETAMIN = rl?\TAN2 (OOI'-L, D) 
YINCR = - ( (L-BJI'+'IOP) /ANGNUM) 
c Set step sizes for frequericy 
DEilrAF = l.0DT06/FSAMP 
C 
C Fim the mininum number of frequency increments to get from 
C FMIN to FMAX 
N=O 
F = FMIN 
10 IF (F .LT. FMAX) '!HEN 
F = F + DELTAF 




C At least N frequency increments are required 
NUMIN~ = N 
C 
C Initialize variables 
00 120 J = 1, NUMINCRF 
FMAG(J) = 0.0 
FFHASE(J) = 0.0 
120 . CDNI'lNUE 
C 
RPARI' = 0.0 
IPARI' = 0.0 
TRPARI' = 0. 0 
TIPARI' = 0. 0 
C '!his loop sets a value for frequency, then perfonns the 
integral 
C of real arrl inaginary parts separately by double integral 
reductioo, 






00 180 J = 1,NUMINCRF+l 
AJ = J 
F = FMIN + ((AJ-1.0) *DELTAF) 












'IHIS IOOP PERrom-15 rnI'EX:iRAL 
00 50, I= 1,ANGNUM+l 
AI=I 
Y = L-EOr +( (AI-1.0) *YINCR) 
R = IBQRI'(Y**2 + D**2) 
'THETA= CATAN2(-Y,D) 
YMIN = D*DI'AN ('THETA) 
YMAX = (D*DI'AN('IHETA))+L 
Determine limits of beam at receiver for this 
IF(YMIN .IE. EOr) '!HEN 
LCMLIM = BJ!' 
EISE 
LCMLIM = YMIN 
ENDIF 
IF(YMAX .GE.'IOP) '!HEN 
UPLIM = 'IOP 
EISE 
UPLIM = YMAX 
ENDIF 
WIDIH = UPLIM - LCMLIM 
calculate real am imaginat.y parts of integral 
OOEFF = 0.25*IBQRI'((2.0*C)/(CMEX;A.*PI*R)) 
ARG = -((CMEX;A.*R)/C + (PI/4.0)) 
TRPARr = OOEF'F'rt:XD3 (ARG) *WIDIH* (-YINCR) 
TIPARr = OOEF'F'rOOrn(ARG) *WIIJIH* (-YINCR) 
RPARr = RPARr + TRPARr 
IPARr = IPARr + TIPARr 
50 mNrINUE 
FMAG(J+l) = IBQRI'((RPARr**2)+(IPARr**2)) 
ffliASE(J+l) = ~(IPARr,RPARr) 
180 OONI'INUE 
00 200 K=l, NUf.ITNCRF+l 
AK= K 
F = FMIN + (AK-1. 0) *DELTAF 














C SUBRCUrINE ATAPRESPF 
C 
c 'Ibis routine calculates the approximate 
c tap-to-tap inp.llse response on an isotropic 
c or anisotropic substrate in the frequency domain, 




IMPLICIT INI'ffiER*2 (I-K) 
INI'ffiER*4 roINrs 
PARAMETER(roINrS=16384) 
RFAL*8 FMAG (roINl'S) , FFHASE (romrs) , IPARI' 
RFAL*8 VEL(l:181,1:2),DVEL(l:181,1:2) 
~ II ™1\G,FFHASE 
CEARAcrER.*32 FNAME9,FNAME8,FSUB,FSUB2 
PI=4.0*DATAN(l.0D+-0000) 
c Enter Necessary Values 
10 WRITE(*,*) 'Enter symbol for substrate name: [I-isotropic, 




C Check for invalid input: 
IF(SNAME .m. 'I') '!HEN 
FSUB = I IVEL. DAT I 
FSUB2 = I IDVEL. DAT I 
EISE IF(SNAME .m. 'P') 'lHEN 
Garo 30 
EISE IF(SNAME .m. 'Q') 'lHEN 
ooro 30 
EISE IF (SNAME • m. , 120, ) 'lHEN 
Garo 30 
EISE IF c SNAME • m. , yz , > 'lHEN 
FSUB = I YZVEL. DAT I 
FSUB2 = I yzIJVEL. DAT I 
EISE 
3 0 WRITE ( *, *) 'Invalid entry, try again: ' 
ooro 10 
ENDIF 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Enter center frequency, in MHz: ' 
READ(*,*) fo 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter velocity of wave, in m/sec: ' 
READ(*,*) c 
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WRITE(*,*) 'Enter width of transmitting tap, in wavelergths: 
READ(*,*) L 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter width of receiving tap, in wavelergths:' 
READ(*,*) I.aJr 




WRITE(*,*) 'Enter vertical position of bottom of second tap, 
relative 
* to bot.tan of first tap, in wavelenJtbs: ' 
READ(*,*) BJ!' 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter ~le at which wave is launched, with 
respect 
* to p.1re m:xie axis of ccystaJ. ( in degrees) : ' 
READ(*,*) ALFHA 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter number of ~ar increments desired for 
* integral: ' 
READ(*,*) ANGNUM 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter frequency sarrplin;J rate, in sarrples per 
MHz: I 
READ(*,*) FSAMP 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Enter minim..nn frequency of interest, in MHz: ' 
READ(*,*) FMIN 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Enter maxirrum frequency of interest, in MHz: ' 
READ(*,*) FMAX 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter narre of outp.It file for linear data:' 
RFAD(*,15) FNAME9 





C Read in velocity data appropriate for substrate choice 
OPEN (9, FIIE=FSUB ,ACTION=' READ' ) 
OPEN ( 30, FIIE=FSUB2 ,ACTION= 1 READ 1 ) 







C calculate values· 
CO=VEL(91, 1) 
WVINGIH = CO/(fo*l.E+06) 
L = L*WVINGIH 
D = D*WVINGIH 
001' = BJ.r*WVINGlH 
'IDP = 001' + (IDJI'*WVINGlH) 
C 
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FMIN = FMIN*l.OD+06 
FMAX = FMAX*l.OD+06 
'IHEI'AMAX = DATAN2 (WP, D) 
'Il!ETAMIN = DATAN2 (BJ!'-L, D) 
YINCR = - ( (L-ror+'IOP) /ANGNUM) 
c Set step sizes for frequency 
DELTAF = l.OD+06/FSAMP 
C 
C Firrl the minimum rnnnber of frequency increments to get from 
C FMIN to FMAX 
N = 0 
F = FMIN 
11 IF (F • UI'. FMAX) '!HEN 
F = F + DELTAF 




C At least N frequency increments are required 
NUMIN~ = N 
C 
C Initialize variables 
00 120 J = l,NUMIN~+l 
FMAG(J) = 0.0 
FFHASE(J) = 0.0 
120 mNrJNUE 
C 
RPARr = 0.0 
IPARr = 0.0 
RE= 0.0 
Il-1: = 0.0 
C 'lhis lcx:,p sets a value for frequency, then perfonns the 
integral 
c of real am imaginary parts separately by double integral 
reduction, 








00 180 J = l,NUMIN~+l 
AJ = J 
F = FMIN + ( (AJ-1. 0) *DELTAF) 
CMEx:;A = 2.0*PI*F 
'!HIS I.COP PERroRMS INrEriRAL 
00 50, I= l,ANGNUM+l 
AI=I 


















R = tsQRr(Y**2 + D"k*2) 
'IHETA = Ill\TAN2(-Y,D) 
BErA = AI.HiA + 'IHETA 
YMIN = D"kIJI'AN ('IHETA) 
YMAX = (D"kDI'AN('IHETA))+L 
Cetennine limits of beam at receiver for this 
IF(YMIN .IE. BJr) 'IBEN 
I.CMLIM = ror 
EISE 
I.CMLIM = YMIN 
ENDIF 
IF(YMAX .GE.'IOP) '!HEN 
UPLlM = 'IOP 
EISE 
UPLlM = YMAX 
ENDIF 
WIDIH = UPLIM - I.CMLIM 
call subroutine to firrl velocity at this argle 
CALL FINDVEL ( SNAME, BErA, VEL, CINr) 
C=CINr 
Fim next value of integranj for use in integral 
CALL FRESroNSE(C,YINCR,D,'IRErA,F,RE,Ili) 
Multiply integranj by dy 
RE = RE*WIDIH* (-YINCR) 
IM= IM*WIDIH*(-YINCR) 
Add response for this argle to sum 
RPARI' = RPARr + RE 
IPARI' = IPARr + IM 
FMAG(J) = t6QRI'((RPARI'**2)+(IPARI'**2)) 
FFHASE(J) = Ill\TAN2(IPARr,RPARr) 
180 CDNI'INUE 
00 200 K=l, NUMINCRF+l 
AK= K 
F = FMIN + (AK-1.0)*DEI.IrAF 















SUBRCUI'INE FRESFONSE (C, YINCR, D, 'IHETA, FINr ,RE, IM) 
C 
c 1his routine calculates the frequency domain pt-pt response 
c at a given an:Jle theta between the ray connectirg the two 






CMEX:iA = 2.0*PI*FINI' 
R = D/IXnS ('IHEI'A) 
A = OOQRI' ( ( C*IXXlS ('IHEI'A) ) / ( (PI**2) *D*FINT) ) 
B = (CMEX:iA*D) / (C*IXXlS ('IHEI'A)) 
RE = A*IXXlS (B) 
IM = (-1.0) *A*OOIN(B) 
REIURN 
END 
SUBRCUI'INE FINDVEL(SNAME, 'IHETA, VEL, cmr) 
C 
C '!his subroutine calculates the velocity at a given argle 









C See if substrate is isotropic 
C 
IF (SNAME .EQ. 'I') 'IHEN 
CINr = VEL(l,l) 
EI.SE 
C 
C SUbstrate is anisotropic, must fin:i velocity for argle 
used 
C 
C eetennine which tlYo argles in the array theta lies between 
J;x:> 100 I= 1,180 
AI = I 
TENPL = -(PI/2.0) + (AI-l.)*PI/180. 
87 
TEMFH = -(PI/2.0) + (AI)*PI/180. 
C 
IF ((TEMPL . IE. 'IHETA) • AND. (TEMEH . GE. 'IHETA) ) 'THEN 
c Interpolate between values at K arrl K+l in array 
CI.D = VEL(I, 1) 
arr = VEL(I+l, 1) 
ANGDIF = 'IHETA - TEMPL 








TRANSrlJCER TO TAANSrlJCER INTEX;RATION PRCGRAMS 
89 
C 
C SUBRaJI'INE TRANSRESPr 
C 
c '!his routine calculates the transducer-to-transducer 
c .irrpulse response in the t~ domain on an isotropic 
C or anisotropic substrate, us~ a double 
























C Enter Necessary Values 
10 WRITE(*,*) 'Enter symbol for substrate name: [I-isotropic, 




C Cleek for invalid input: 
IF(SNAME .m. 'I') '!HEN 
FSUB = 'IVEL. DAT' 
FSUB2='IDVEL.DAT' 
EI.SE IF(SNAME .m. 'P') '!HEN 
GOIO 30 
EL.SE IF(SNAME .m. 'Q') '!HEN 
Garo 30 
EL.SE IF ( SNAME • EX2. ' 128 ' ) '!HEN 
Garo 30 
EI.SE IF ( SNAME • EX2. 'YZ ' ) '!HEN 








WRITE(*,*) 'Is one transducer unifonn? (Y or N)' 
READ(*,20) INFI.AG 
IF( (INFI.AG .m. 'Y') .OR. (INFIAG .m. 'y') )'IHEN 
UNIF = . 'IRJE. 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter filename of unifonn transducer:' 
READ(*,20) FNl 
EISE 
UNIF = . FAISE. 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter filename for time file of first 
* transduer: I 
READ(*,20) FNl 
ENDIF 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter filename for time file of secorrl 
transducer: I 
READ(*,20) FN2 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter center frequency of first transducer, in 
MHz:' 
READ(*,*) F0l 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Is center frequency of secom transducer the 
sane? 
* (Y or N)' 
RFAD(*,20) FI.AGl 
IF ((FI.AGl .m. 'Y') .OR. (FIAGl .B;2. 'Y')) 'IHEN 
F02=F01 
EISE 




WRITE(*,*) 'Enter maximum aperture for first transducer, in 
* wavelengths at transducer center frequency:' 
RF.AD(*,*) WllmX 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter maximum aperture for secorrl transducer, in 
* wavelergths at transducer center frequency: ' 
RF.AD(*,*) W2MAX . 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter horizontal center to center spacin;J of 
* transducers, in mils: ' 
RFAD(*,*) ZO 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter vertical distance from center line of 
* first transducer tocenter line of secorrl transducer, in 
mils:' 
RF.AD(*,*) OFFSEr 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter argle at which wave is launched, with 
* respect to nonnal to transducer, in degrees: ' 
RF.AD(*,*) AI.RIA 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter time between fi,mers in first transducer 
* (in microsec.): I 
91 
RFAD(*,*) Drl 
WRITE(*,*) 'Is time bewteen f.irgers of secorrl transducer the 
* same?(Y or N)' 
READ(*,20) FIAG2 
IF ( (FIAG2 .m. 'Y') .OR. (FIAG2 .m. 'y')) '!HEN 
E(UALT = .'IR.JE. 
Dr2=Drl 
EISE 
E(UALT = . FAISE. 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter time between firgers in secorrl 
transducer 
* (in microsec.): I 
READ(*,*) Dr2 
ENDIF 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter number of f.irgers in first transducer: 1 
READ(*,*) M 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Enter number of firgers in secorrl transducer: ' 
READ{*,*) N 




WRITE(*,*) 'Enter apodization slant for first 
transducer, 
* as a fraction of aperture: ' 
READ{*,*) SIANr 
WRITE(*,*) 'Is slant up or down?' 
READ{*,20) DIREC 
ENDIF 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter apodization slant for secorrl transducer, 
as a 
* fraction of aperture: 1 
READ(*,*) SIANT2 
WRITE(*,*) 'Is slant up or down?' 
READ(*,20) DIREC2 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter number of angular increments for each tap 
* integral: ' 
RFAD(*,*) ANGNUM 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter awrox. number of sample points desired in 
* time danain: ' 
RFAD(*,*) SAMP 
IF ( (UNIF) • AND. (E(UALT) ) TiiEN 
C Transducers have equal time separations between taps arrl 
input 
C transducer is unifonn - can use simplifications 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter number of sample points desired 
* vertically: ' 
RFAD(*,*) YPSAMP 
-WRITE(*,*) 11):) yoo want to store diffracted field data? 
* (Y or N)' 
RFAD(*,20) S'IDRE 
92 
IF ( (SIORE .EQ. 'Y') .OR. (STORE .EQ. 'Y')) 'IHEN 






C Check for invalid inp.It 
40 IF(YPSAMP .Gr. 500) THEN 
C 





WRITE(*,*) 'Enter name of output tirre danain data file:' 
RFAD(*,20) ONAME 
C 'I'El1EORARILY IGNORE CASE WHERE Drl<>Dr2 
C 
IF( (FIM;2 .NE. 'Y') .AND. (FIN:;2 .NE. 'y')) 'IHEN 
WRITE ( *, *) ''IHIS CANNOI' BE ANALYZED YEI'' 
GOIO 500 
ENDIF 
c Read in velocity data awropriate for substrate choice 
OPEN ( 41, FilE=FSUB) 
OPEN(31,FIIE=FSUB2) 








C Fin:i max. value of k, the square root of CouplinJ Coeff. 
CALL MAXI< ( SNAME, IJVEL, !<MAX) 
C 
C calculate values 
C Zero degree velocity in mils/microsec. 
CO=VEL(91,1)/25.4 
C I.aunchi.rg angle in radians 
AIHiA==ALFHA*PI/180. 
C wavelengths in mils 
WI.J. = CO/F0l 
WL2 = CO/F02 
C transducer widths in mils 
W1 = Wl.MAX*WI.J. 
W2 = W2MAX*WL2 
C number of effective taps 
NrAPl = M-1 
NI'AP2 = N-1 
93 
c calculate distance between taps arrl miniJnum transducer 
separation 






C calculate actual time between taps at argle of propagation 
CALL FINDVEL(ALFHA,VEL,C) 
DrlACI'=DEI..Xl*25.4/C 
IJI'2ACI'=DELX2 *25. 4/C 
C transducer time 1~ Considering argle of propagation 
(microsec) 
TLl = (NI'APl-l)*DrlACT 
TI2 = (NI'AP2-l)*Dr2ACT 
C Approx. minimum arrl maxim.ml possible interaction times 
(microsec) 
c Note: we assume minim..nn time of interaction is for the path 
C perpen:licular to launchirq transducer. '!his may not be true. 
~ = (Z0*25.4/C) - 0.5*(TIJ. + TL2) 
C Note: max pos. time is assumed to occur at one extreme or 
the other 
C but may not. 
'IDP'i = OFFSEr + 0. 5* (W2+wl) 
BJIY = OFFSET - 0.5*(W2+wl) 
MAXK\SX=Zo+0.5*(TL1.-fl'L2)*C/25.4 
MAXANG=~2('IDPY,MAXFOSX) 
MINANG=~2 (EOIY, MAXK\SX) 
Rro~IX:03(~) 
REm'=MAXR:SX/IX:03 (MINANG) 
CALL FINDVEL(ALFHA+MAXANG, VEL, CMAX) 
'IDPI'=RIDP*25.4/01AX 
CALL FINDVEL(ALFHA+MINANG, VEL, arr.N') 
OOIT=RBJ:rlr25.4/CMIN 






C Give cption of varying time samples sarewhat, while 
C makirY:J sure they remain a nrultiple divisor of Dr2 arrl Drl 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Minimum time of interaction is approx. 
(microsec) : ' , 
* ~
WRITE ( *, *) 'Maximum time of direct interaction is approx. : I , 
* 'IMAX!CS 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Enter minimum time of interest, in microsec: ' 
READ(*,*) IDNINI' 






DF=l. 0 / (MAXINI'-MININr) 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Max. time is ' , MAXIN!' 
WRITE(*,*) 'Resolution in frequency darn.a.in is approx. 
(MHz): I 
WRITE(*,*) DF 
WRITE(*,*) 'Is this resolution high enough? (Y or N)' 
READ(*,20) FI..AG3 
IF((FI..AG3 .m. 'Y') .OR~ (FI.AG3 .m. 'y')) '!HEN 
Garo 29 
EI.SE 






C 'Ihe rnnnber of time samples will be an integer number tilnes 
C J, yieldirg an integer number of time sanples in the 
inteI.val 





c calculate step size for time 
AI=I 
DEIJrAT = DrlACT/AI 
c · 
C Initialize array of time samples 
IF (UNIF .AND. ~) 'IHEN 
00 81 I=l,NSAMPr 
TIMEREC(I)=O.0 
00 80 K=l, YPSAMP 





























calculate position arrl len:Jtbs of effective taps 
CALL FII.EffiEP(FNl,FN2,M,N,SIANI',DIREC,SI.ANI'2,DIREC2,Wl,W2) 
calculate field response for each possible tap separation 
arrl 
tap len::Jth canbination. 
IF (UNIF • AND. m,JALT) '!HEN 
c Input transducer is tmifonn, equal time spac~, so -we 
can 





00 208 IT=l,NSAMPr 





00 85 SERruM=l, (NrAPl+NI'AP2-1) 
IN=SEP+(SERruM-l)*DELXl 
CALL UNITAPRESP (VEL, DVEL, L, LCXJI'' ror' m ,ALRIA, 
* MININr, DELTAT, ANGNUM, NSAMPI', YPSAMP, KMAX, 
* SNAME, YPSTP) 
00 84 ICNI'=l,NSAMPI' 






C Next, we need top.it this diffracted tap field together 
C to give diffracted field of entire tmifonn transducer 
C at positions which con:esp,rrl to outp.rt transducer tap 
C locations arrl includinl polarities. 
C R:61 is 1 at the right en:l of first transducer. 
C R:62 is 1 at the left en:l of outp.rt transducer. 
C Tl.IM\T arrl T2DM' both store data from left to right. 
00 89 R:S2=1,NI'AP2 
00 88 R:61=1,NI'APl 




(Fa:;2,1) .GE. 0.0)) .OR. ((TlDAT(NrAPl+l-FCSl,1) 






00 87 Kl=l,NSAMPI' 
















Now that diffract:oo field has been calculated, -we can 
file for later use. 
IF ((S'IORE .m. 'Y') .OR. (STORE .m. 'y')) '!HEN 
OPEN(53,FilE=FS'roRE,ANYUNIT=INI') 
00 306 Fa,2=1,NI'AP2 
AR:S=Fa,2 
00 305 KY=l,YPSAMP 
AK=KY 













C Next, we need to detennine where the output taps are and 
aCCOW1t 
C for this to detennine overall response of output 
t.ransd.uoar. 
00 200 JSECOND=l,NI'AP2 
TAPBJI'=I'2Dt\T(JSECOND,2)+BJI' 
TAPIDP=Affi (T2Dt\T ( JSEO)NI), 1) ) +TAPoor 
'IWIDIH=I'APIDP-TAPBJI' 
C Fim out which spatial bins this corresporrls to 
I.Dlcr'EMP=2 
C Fim counter for bottan of bin just above bottan of tap 













Fin:l counter for bottan of bin just below top of tap 
JUMP= ( (TAPI'OP-TAPBJr) /YPSTP) -2 
HIIcr1EMP=IDKI'EMPhlUMP 
IF(HIKTEMP .:E)2. 0) 'IHEN 
HIIcr1EMP=l 
ENDIF 
IF (HIKTEMP • GE. YPSAMP) 'IHEN 
HIIcr1EMP=YPSAMP 






Check to see if tap is all in one bin 
IF (HIKTEMP • LT. IDKTEMP) '!HEN 
Tap is all in one bin 




EISE IF (HIKTEMP • :EX2. IDKTEMP) '!HEN 
Tap is short & split beb-Jeen two bins 
00 150 JTlME=l,NSAMPr 
TIMEREC ( JTIME) =TIMEREC ( JTIME) + ( (FIEI.D ( JSEOJND, 1, 
* IDKTEMP,l)~)/YPSTP)*FIEI.D(JSEOJND,JTIME, 
* ID!cr'EMP-1, 2) + ( (TAPIDP-






C IDK arrl HIK set limits on where tap is located, so 
add 
C responses for these locations at all tirres. 
00 204 JTlME=l,NSAMPr 







Need to add in resp:,nses for 'errls' sticking 
out beyorrl 














TIMEREC ( JTIME) =TIMEREC (JTIME) + ( (DI'APIDP /YPSTP) * 
FIEI.D(JSECDND,JTIME,HIK+l,2))+ 





Write to outp.It file 
OPEN(51,FIIE=Ow-1E,ANYUNIT=I) 
00 205 J=l,NSAMPr 
AJ=J 




EISE IF ( • NOr. UNIF) '!HEN 
C Must use brute force mathcxl for calculatirg resp:,nse. 
00 110 JFIRST=NrAPl,1,-1 
CN=SEP+(NrAPl-JFIRST)*DEI.Xl 
L=Affi(Tl.Illcr'(JFIRST,1)) 
00 100 JSECOND=l,Nl'AP2 
00l:=1'2DM' (JSECX>ND, 2) -Tl.Ili\T (JFIRST, 2) +. 5* (W1 
-W2)-+0FFSET 
I..C:XflL---Affi (T2DM' ( JSEroID, 1) ) 
IJI'APS=rN + (JSECXH>-l)*DEIX2 
CALL TAPRESP(VEL,DVEL,L,I..CUI' 
,BJr,DrAPS,OFFSEI',ALFHA, 
* ANGNUM, NSAMPr, KMAX, SNAME) 
IF(( {TlDM'{JFIRST, 1) .GE. 0. 0) .AND. 
(T2DM'(JSECX>ND,1) 
* .GE. 0.0)) .OR. {(Tl.Ili\T(JFIRST,1) .LT. 0.0) .AND. 
* {T2DM' (JSECX>ND, 1) • LT. 0. 0) ) ) '!HEN 











C CXJIRJr 'IO IY\TA FilE 
OPEN ( 51, FII..E=ONAME) 













C SUBRCUI'INE TRANSRE5PF 
C 
C 'Ihis routine calculates the transducer-to-transducer 
C i.mp.llse response in the frequency danain on an isotropic 
c or anisotropic substrate, usirg a double 
c integral reduction technique. 
C 
C 
IMPLICIT RFAUr8 (A-H, L-Z) 
IMPLICIT INrEGERw4 ( I -K) 
INrEriER.*4 M,N,YPSAMP,NSAMPF,ANGNUM,NrAPl,NI'AP2 
INrEriER.*4 SERIDM, HIK, LOK, R:61, R:62, FNUM, YifflJM·, TAmtJM 
INrEriER.*4 SER:Nr,NUMINCRF,LOKrEMP,HIRTEMP,NINCR 
















C Enter Necessary Values 
10 WRITE(*,*) 'Enter symbol for substrate name: [I-isotropic, 




C Check for invalid i.np.It: 
IF c SNAME • m. , r , > '!HEN 
FSUB = I IVEL.DA.TI 
100 
FSUB2='IDVEL.~' 
EISE IF(SNAME .EQ. 'P') '!HEN 
ooro 30 
ELSE IF(SNAME .EQ. 'Q') '!HEN 
Garo 30 
ELSE IF(SNAME .EQ. '128') '!HEN 
Garo 30 
EISE IF ( SNAME • EQ. , yz , ) '!HEN 
FSUB = 'YZVEL.~ 1 
FSUB2='YZIJVEL.~• 
EISE 




WRITE ( *, *) 'Is one transducer uniform? (Y or N) ' 
RFAD(*,20) INFI.AG 
IF( (INFI.AG .m. 'Y') .OR. (INFI.AG .m. 'Y') )'!HEN 
UNIF = . 'IRJE. 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter filename of uniform transducer:' 
RFAD(*,20) FN1 
EISE 
UNIF = . FAISE. 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter filename for time file of first 
* transduer: I 
RFAD(*,20) FN1 
ENDIF 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter filename for time file of secorrl 
transducer: ' 
RFAD(*,20) FN2 




WRITE ( *, *) 'Is center frequency of secorrl transducer the 
* (Y or N)' 
RFAD(*,20) FI.AGl 
IF ((FI.AGl .E;l. 'Y') .OR. (FI.AGl .EQ. 'y')) '!HEN 
F02=F01 
EISE 




WRITE(*,*) 'Enter maximum aperture for first transducer, in 
* wavelengths at transducer center frequency:' . 
READ(*,*) W1MAX . 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter maximum aperture for secorrl transducer, in 
* wavelengths at transducer center frequency:' 
READ(*,*) W2MAX . 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter horizontal center to center spacirg of 
* transducers, in mils:' 
RFAD(*,*) ZO 
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WRITE(*,*) 'Enter vertical distance from center line of 
* first transducer tocenter line of secom transducer, in 
mils:' 
RFAD{*,*) OFFSEr 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter an;Jle at which wave is launched, with 
* respect to nonnal to transducer, in degrees: ' 
RFAD(*,*) AI..RiA 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter tine between fi.rgers in first transducer 
* ( in microsec.) : ' 
RFAD{*,*) Drl 
WRITE(*,*) 'Is tine bewteen fi.rgers of secorrl transducer the 
* same?(Y or N)' 
RFAD(*,20) FIAG2 
IF {{FIAG2 .~. 'Y') .OR. (FIAG2 .~. 'y')) 'IHEN 




WRITE(*,*) 'Enter time between fi.rgers in secom 
transducer 
* (in microsec.):' 
RFAD(*,*) IJI'2 
ENDIF 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter number of fi.rgers in first transducer: ' 
RFAD{*,*) M 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter number of fin:Jers in secom transducer:' 
RFAD{*,*) N 




WRITE(*,*) 'Enter apcx:tization slant for first 
transducer, 
* as a fraction of aperture: ' 
RFAD(*,*) . SIANI' 
WRITE(*,*) 'Is slant up or down?' 
RFAD(*,20) DIREC 
ENDIF 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter apodization slant for secorrl transducer, 
as a 
* fraction of aperture: ' 
RFAD{*,*) SIANI'2 
WRITE(*,*) 'Is siant up or down?' 
RFAD{*,20) DIREC2 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter number of angular increrrents for each tap 
* integral: I 
RFAD(*,*) ANGNUM 
C WRITE(*,*) 'ANGNUI-F',ANGNUM 
IF( (UNIF) .AND. (B:,UALT)) 'IHEN 
102 
c Transducers have equal t~ separations between taps and 
inp.It 
c transiducer is uniform - can use s.i.rrplifications 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter rn.nnber of sample points desired 
* vertically: ' 
RF.AD(*,*) YPSAMP 
WRITE(*,*) 'lb you want to store diffracted field data? 
* (Y or N)' 
RFAD(*,20) S'IDRE 
IF ( (S'IDRE .m. 'Y') .OR. (STORE .m. 'y')) '!HEN 






C Cleek for invalid inp.It 
40 IF(YPSAMP .Gr. 500) '!HEN 
C 





WRITE(*,*) 'Enter frequency salll)ling rate, in salll)les per 
MHz: I 
READ(*,*) FSAMP 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Enter minimum frequency of interest, in MHz: ' 
READ(*,*) FMIN 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Enter maximum frequency of interest, in MHz: ' 
READ(*,*) FMAX 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter name of outp.It frequency danain data 
file: I 
READ(*,20) Cl-lAME 
C TEMroRARILY IGOORE CASE WHERE Drl<>Dr2 
C 
IF( (FIAG2 .NE. 'Y') .AND. (FIN:;2 .NE. 'y')) '!HEN 
WRITE ( *, *) ''IliIS CAN?Vr BE ANALY'ZED YET' 
Garo 500 
ENDIF 
C Read in velocity data appropriate for substrate choice 
OPEN ( 41, FIIE=FSUB) 
OPEN(31,FIIE=FSUB2) 
00 50 J=l,181 
READ(41,60) VEL(J,l),VEL(J,2) 








C Fini max. value of k, the square root of Coupling COeff. 
CAIL MAXI< ( SNAME, DVEL, KMAX) 
C 
c calculate values 
c Zero degree velocity in mils/microsec. 
CO=VEL(91,1)/25.4 
C WRITE(*,*) 'CO=',CO 
C I.atmchi.rg an;Jle in radians 
AI.HIA=ALRiA*PI/180. 
C wavelen;Jths in mils 
WLl = C0/F0l 
WI2 = CO/F02 
C WRITE(*,*) 'WI.S=',WL1,WI2 
C transducer widths in mils 
Wl = WlMAX*WLl 
W2 = W2MAX*WI2 
C WRITE(*,*) 'W=' ,Wl,W2 
C number of effective taps 
NrAPl = M-1 
NI'AP2 = N-1 
c calculate distance between taps am mininn.nn transducer 
separation 







C Fini the minil'l1.nn rnnnber of frequency increments to get from 
C FMIN to FMAX 
NINCR = 0 
F = FMIN 
DEIIrAF=l/FSAMP 
103 IF (F .LT. FMAX) 'IHEN 
F = F + DEIJrAF 




C At least NINCR frequency increments are required 
NSAMPF = NINCR +l 
C 
C 
C Initialize array of time samples 
IF (UNIF .AND. EX;,OADI') '!HEN 
00 81 I=l,NSAMPF 
FREC(I,1)=0.0 
FREC(I,2)=0.0 
00 80 K=l, YPSAMP 
104 





























C Calculate field resp:,nse for each possible tap separation 
arrl 
C tap 1~ canbination. 
C 
IF (UNIF .AND. EX1JAL[') '!HEN 
C Irp.rt transducer is mtlfonn, equal tine spacings, so we 
can 
C use sane sirrplifications in calculations. 
I..r=W1 
C WRITE(*,*) 'L=',L 
IaJl'=W2 
C WRITE(*,*) 'ID=',ICVI' 
YPSTP=I!XJI'jYPSAMP 
BJr=O. 5* (Wl -W2) +oFFSEI' 
IX> 208 IT=l,NSAMPF 
































00 84 ICNr=l,NSAMPF . 







Next, we need to p.lt this diffracted tap field together 
to give diffracted field of entire unifonn transducer 
at positions which corresporrl to outp.rt transducer tap 
locations arrl incl~ polarities. 
FUSl is 1 at the right en:l of first transducer. 
FUS2 is 1 at the left en:l of outp.rt transducer. 
Tl.OM' arrl T2IY\T both store data fran left to right. 
00 89 FUS2=1,NrAP2 
00 88 FUSl=l,NI'APl 
IF(((Tlillcr'(NI'AP1+1-Fa31,1) .GE. 0.0) .AND. (T2Ilf\T 
(FUS2,1) .GE. 0.0)) .OR. ((T1Ilf\T(NI'AP1+1-Fa31,1) 






00 87 Kl=l,NSAMPF 










Now that diffracted field has been calculated, we can 
outprt it 
file for later use. 
IF ( (S'IORE .B;:2. 'Y') .OR. (S'IORE .B;:2. 'y')) '!HEN 
OPEN(52,FIIE=FS'IORE,ANYUNIT=rn'r) 
00 306 I:a52=1,NI'AP2 
MUS=Fa32 
00 305 KY=l,YPSAMP 
AK=KY 



























00 84 ICNI'=l,NSAMPF . 







Next, we need top.rt this diffracted tap field together 
to give diffracted field of entire unifonn transducer 
at positions which corresporrl to~ transducer tap. 
locations arrl includirq polarities. 
FCSl is 1 at the right errl of first transducer. 
FC62 is 1 at the left errl of ~ transducer. 
Tl.DAT arrl T2IY\T both store data fran left to right. 
00 89 FC62=1,NI'AP2 
00 88 :EOSl=l,NrAPl 
IF( ( (Tl.DAT(NrAPl+l-FCSl, 1) .GE. 0. 0) .AND. (T2DM' 
(:EOS2,1) .GE. 0.0)) .OR. ((T~(NrAPl+l-FCSl,1) 






00 87 Kl=l,NSAMPF 
00 86 K2=1, YPSAMP 
FIEID(FC62,Kl,K2,l)=rAPFIEID(FC62,Kl,K2,1) 
FIEID(FC62,Kl,K2,2)=FIEID(FC62,Kl,K2,2)+ 







Now that diffracted field has been calculated, we can 
outp.lt it 
file for later use. 
IF ( (SIDRE .&l. 'Y') .OR. (SIORE .&l. 'y')) '!HEN 
OPEN(52,FIIE=FS'IDRE,ANYUNIT=INI') 
00 306 FC62=1,NI'AP2 
AK>S=R:62 
00 305 KY=l,YPSAMP 
AK=KY 



















c Next, we need to detennine where the outp..It taps are arrl 
account 
C for this to detennine overall response of outp..It 
transducer. 




C Firrl out which spatial bins this corresporrls to 
I.DKrEMP=2 
C Firrl counter for bottan of bin just above bottan of tap 




C Firrl counter for bottan of bin just below top of tap 
JUMP= { {TAPIOP-TAPBJI') /YPSTP) -2 
HTicr'EMP=IDKrEMP+JUMP 
IF{HIIcr'EMP .~. 0) '!HEN 
Hncr'EMP=l 
ENDIF 















Check to see if tap is all in one bin 
IF {HIIcr'EMP • ill'. IDKTEMP) '!HEN 
Tap is all in one bin 






ELSE IF (HIKTEMP • ~. IDKTEMP) '!HEN 
Tap is short & split between two bins 






























IDKrEMP, 1) -TAPOOI') /YPSTP) *FIEID ( JSECX>ND, JTIME, 







I.DK ani HIK set limits on where tap is located, so 
add 
responses for these locations at all times. 
00 204 JTIME=l,NSAMPF 
00 203 KCNI'=IDK,HIK 
FREC(JTIME,l)=FREC(JTIME,l)+(FIEI.D(JSECDND, 
JTIME, KCNI', 2) ) 
FREC(JTIME,2)=FREC(JTIME,2)+(FIEI.D(JSECDND, 
JTIME, KCNI', 3) ) 
CDNI'INUE 
Need to add in responses for 'en:Js' sticki.rg 
out beyorrl 














Write to output file 
OPEN(51,FIIE=ONAME) 
write(*,*) 'file' ,oname, 'is open' 











EISE IF ( .NOr.UNIF) '!BEN 
c Must use bnrt:e force methcrl for calculatirg response. 
00 110 JFIRST=NTAPl,1,-1 
C WRITE(*,*) 'SEP=' ,SEP 
r::N=SEP+(NrAPl-JFIRST)*DEDCl. 
C WRITE(*,*) 'IN=',CN 
00 100 JSECnID=l,NrAP2 




DI'APS=CN + (JSEXX!O-l)*DEI.X2 
C WRITE(*,*) 'DrAPS=',DI'APS 
CALL FI'APRESP(VEL,DVEL,L,I!XJI',BJI',DI'APS,AI.HiA, 
* F?-ITN,DEI.lrAF,ANGNUM,NSAMPF,l<MAX,SNAME) 
IF(( (TlnAT(JFIRST, 1) .GE. 0. 0) .AND. 
(T2~(JSECDND, 1) 
* .GE. 0.0)) .OR. ( (TlnAT(JFIRST,l) .ur. 0.0) .AND. 
* (T2~(JSECDND,1) .ur. 0.0))) '!BEN 
00 98 I=l,NSAMPF 
FREC(I,l)=FREC(I,l)+<Ur(I,2) 
FREC(I,2)=FREC(I,2)+aJr(I,3) 
C WRITE(*,*) 'F=',FREC(I,1),FREC(I,2) 
98 CDNI'INUE 
ELSE 
00 99 I=l,NSAMPF 
FREC(I,l)=FREC(I,1)-aJr(I,2) 
FREC(I,2)=FREC(I,2)-aJr(I,3) 
C WRITE(*,*) 'F=',FREC(I,1),FREC(I,2) 
99 CDNI'INUE 
ENDIF 
100 CONTINUE . 
110 CONTINUE 
C 
C cumJI' 'ID IYa1A FITE 
OPEN(51,FIIE=OOAME) 













SUBRCUI'INE FINDVEL ('IHETA, VEL, CINr) 
C 
c 1his subroutine calculates the velocity at a given angle 
C by linear interpolation between data points in the array 









C Detennine which two argles in the array theta lies between 
C 
00 100 I= 1,180 
AI = I 
TEMPL = -(PI/2.0) + (AI-1.)*PI/180. 
TEMFH = -(PI/2.0) + (AI)*PI/180. 
IF ( (TEMPL .IE. 'IHETA) .AND. (TEMFH .GE. 'IHETA)) '!HEN 
c Interpolate between values at K am K+l in array 
CLO = VEL(K, 1) 
arr = VEL(K+l, 1) 
ANGDIF = 'IHETA - ((-PI/2.0) + (AI-1.)*PI/180.) 












c '!his subra.rtine searches the delta(v)/v array 
C DVEL arrl retunls the maxinrum value of k, the 




IMPLICIT INrEGERw4 ( I -K) 
RFAL*S DVEL(l:181,1:2) 
RFAL*S KMAX 
C See if substrate is isotropic 





c SUbstrate is anisotropic, search for maxbnum 
TEMFMAX=DVEL(l,2) 
00 100 I=l,180 












c '!his routine calculates the tap-to-tap ilrp.llse 
c response in the time danain on an isotropic 
C or anisotropic substrate, usirg a double 
c integral reduction technique am inco:cporatirg 
c the aJ'¥3U].ar depen:lence of the electraredlanical 
C coupl.im coefficient. 
C 
IMPLICIT RFAL*8(A-H,L-Z) 
IMPLICIT INI'EGER*4 (I -K) 









C calculate position of top of tap (bottom given) 
'IOP = aJr + I!XJI' 
C 
'lEEI'AMIN = DATAN2 ( (Im'-L) , D) 
'1HEI'AMAX = DATAN2('IOP,D) 
BErAMIN = 'IHErAMIN + AIHiA 
BEI'AMAX=IBErAMAX+AIHiA 
c calculate step sizes for yam yp 
YINCR = -(L-BJI4-'IOP)/ANGNUM 
C 
c Initialize output array 







c Initialize values used in integral loop 
TERM= O.DO 
WIDIH = 0.0 




CALL FINDK ( SNAME, BETAMIN, DVEL, KIHETA) 
OIDK=KIHEI'A 
00 100 J=l,SAMP 
TJ ==<XJr ( J, 1) 
CALL RE.SR:>NSE ( C, YlNCR, D, TJ, 'l'HETAMIN, RESP) 
VOID (J) = RES~KIHEI'A/KMAX 
100 CDN'ITNUE 
C 
c Loop 150 cala.tl.ates the integral over transmittin;J tap 
c at a set of predetennine:i ti.Ires 
C 
C 
00 150 I=l,ANGNUM+l 
AI=I 
Y = L - BJr +( (AI-1.) *YlNCR) 
'lHErA = DA.TAN2 ( (-Y) ,D) 
BEI'A==AIRJA+'IHETA 





YMIN = D*DrAN('IHErA) 
YMAX = (D*DrAN('IHETA))+L 
IF (YMIN • IE. BJr) '!HEN 
ICMLIM = BJr 
EL.SE 
ICMLIM = YMIN 
ENDIF 
IF(YMAX .GE. 'IDP) '!HEN 
UPLIM = 'IDP 
EL.SE 
UPLIM = YMAX 
ENDIF 
WIUIH = UPLIM - ICMLIM 
























Fin::i next value of integrarrl at each tilre, for use in 
integral arrl multiply integrarrl by inclination factor 
00 110 J=l,SAMP 
TJ=CXJr (J, 1) 
CALL RESFCNSE(C,YINCR,D,TJ,'IHETA,resp) 
cur (J, 2) = RESP*K!HETA/FMAX 
cnNrINUE 
Provided we're not near 'edge' (branch point), 
we can sinply use trapezoidal rule for integral. 
00 120 J=l,SAMP 
TrnE=<XJI'(J,1) 
VNEW=CUr (J' 2) 
IF((('VOID(J) .Gr. 0.0) .AND. (VNEW .Gr. 0.0)) .OR. 
((VOID(J) .~. 0. 0) .AND. (VNEW .~. 0. 0))) '!HEN 
TERM = (VNEW + ('VOID(J)-VNEW) /2. 0) * (-YINCR) 
oor(J,3)=aJI'(J,3)+(~*C*WIDIH) 
EI.SE 
If we are near the branch point, rust perfonn 
here 100:re carefully. 
IXXJBIEY = . 'IRJE. 
IF (VNEW .~. 0.0) '1liEN 
exitirg region where response is non-zero 
SIGN= -1. 
REFY = Y ~ 2.*YINCR 
'IHETA = Ilf\TAN2 ( (-REFY) ID) 
BErA=ALFHA+'IHETA 
CALL FINDVEL (BEI'A, VEL, Cl) 
Cl=Cl/25.4 
CALL RES:roNSE(Cl,YINCR,D,TIME,'IHETA,resp) 
CALL FINDK ( SNAME, BEI'A, DVEL, 1G.) 
VREF = RESP*IG.jKMAX 
Need to allow for when signal first arrives at 
IF (VREF • m. 0. 0) '1liEN 
REFY = Y-YINCR 
'IHETA = mTAN2 (( -REFY) , D) 
BETA=AIHJA+'IHETA 




VREF = RESP*K2/KMAX 
IXXJBI.EY = . FAISE. 
EISE 
ENDIF 












REFY = Y + YINCR 
'IHETA = ~2 ( (-REFY) ,D) 
BEI'A=AiffiA+'IHETA 
CALL FINDVEL (BETA, VEL, C3) 
C3=C3/25.4 
CALL RESR:NSE(C3,YINCR,D,TIME,'IHETA,resp) 
CALL FilIDK ( SNAME, BETA, IJVEL, K3) 
VREF = RESplfKJfI<MAX 
IF (VREF .~. 0. 0) '!HEN 
REFY = y 
'IHETA = DM'AN2( (-REFY) ,D) 
BEI'A=AIHIA+'IHETA 




VREF = RESplfK4/I<MAX 




Fin::i exact location of the 'edge' 
CID = ( (~) **2 - ~*2) 
YEOOE = SIGN*OOQRI'(CID) 
VINIT = VREF 
V = VINIT 
DELV = 50. *VINIT/ANGNUM 
ECGESUM = O.DO 
EVAIDID = Affi(REFY-YEIGE) 
ELIMIT = .OOlDO*EVAIDID 
IF (EVAIDID • GI'. ELIMIT) 'IHEN 
V = V+DELV 
E.VAL=ABS(YEOOE-(SIGN*[SQRr(CID-(1.DO/V**2)))) 
ErGESUM=EO;ESUM+-(E'VAL+-(EVAIDID-EVAL)/2.DO)*DELV 
EVAIDID = EVAL 
GOIO 70 
ENDIF 
Keep track of integral so far 
Add to awropriate positions 
TEIM= ( (VINIT*Affi (YEOOE-REFY) ) +ECGESUM) *WIDIH 
a.Jr(J,3)=<Ur(J,3)+('!'.ER'1*C) 
IF (IXXJBIEY) '!HEN 
IF (SIGN.~. -1) 'IHEN 
SUbtract previous contribution 
a.Jr(J ,3)=0:Jr(J, 3)-( (VOID(J)+VREF)/2. 0) 
*(-YINrn)*CMIIJIH*OIOC 
ELSE 
VNEW = VINIT 

















C 'Ibis routine calculates the response at a given point 








R = D/IXnS ('IHErA) 











C 'Ibis routine calculates the tap-to-tap ilt1pulse 
C response in the time danain on an isotropic 
C or anisotropic substrate, for the case of a tap 
C of len;Jth L transmitting, recordin:J the response 
C at various points over a range :r..cur, using a double 
C integral reduction-like technique arrl incorporating 
C the argular deperrlence of the electrace:hanical 






PARAMEI'ER ('INUM=1400, YRIDM=l0) 
115 
CBARACI'ER*32 ONAME,SNAME 
~8 VEL(l:181,1:2) ,DVEL(l:181,1:2),L,I.!XJr 
~8 KMAX, IcrHETA, Kl, K2 , 1G , K4 , VOID ( 1: 'INUM) 





C calculate position of top of tap (bottom given) 
'IOP = BJI' + I..aJI' 
C 
'IHErAMIN = DATAN2 ( (OOT-L) , D) 
'IHETAMAX = IY\TAN2 ('IOP, D) . 
BET.AMIN = 'IHErAMIN + ALFHA 
BErAMAX = 'IHETAMAX + AURA 
c calculate step sizes for y arxi yp 
YINCR = -{L-OOl'+'IOP)/ANGNUM 
C 
c Initialize output array 
00 90 J=l,SAMP 
TEMP{J)=O.0 






c Initialize values used. in integral loop 
TEEM= O.DO 
WIDIH = 0.0 






CAIL FilIDK (SNAME, BETAMIN, JJVEL, KIHETA) 
OIDK=KIHETA 




VOID(J) = RESP*icrHErA/KMAX 
100 CDNrINUE 
C 
c IDop 150 calculates the integral over transmitting tap 
C at a set of predetennined ti.Ires · · 
C 
00 150 I=l,ANGNUMH 
AI=I 
Y = L - OCfI' +((AI-1.) *YINCR) 
C 
116 
'1HETA = ~ ( ( -Y) , D) 
BETA=AIHiA+'IHEI'A 




YMIN = OXDrAN ('IHETA) 
YMAX = (OXDrAN ('IHETA) ) + L 
IF (YMIN • IE. IOI') '!HEN 
I.CMLlM = IOI' 
EISE 
I.CMLlM = YMIN 
ENDIF 
IF(YMAX .GE. 'IOP) '!HEN 
UPLIM = 'IOP 
EISE 
UPLIM = YMAX 
ENDIF 
WIDIH = UPLIM - LCMLIM 
C 
C Fini out which spatial bins this correspoms to 
TIDK=l 










JTEMP= (WIOIH/YPSTP) -1 
'IHIK=TIDK-n.JTEMP 
IF ('IHIK • EQ. 0) '!HEN 
'IHIK=l 
ENDIF 
IF ('IHIK • GE. YPSAMP) '!HEN 
'IHIK=YPSAMP 













C Firx:1 inclination factor for this angle 
CALL FINDK ( SNAME, BETA, DVEL, Icr'HErA) 
C 
c Firx:1 next value of integrarrl at each tine, for use in 
C integral arrl multiply integrarrl by inclination factor 




TEMP(J) = RESP*lcrHErA/RMA}( 
110 CX>NI'INUE 
C 
c Provided we' re not near 'edge' (branch point) , 















IF((('VOID(J) .Gr. 0.0) .AND. (VNEW .Gr. 0.0)) .OR. 
( (VOID(J) .EQ. 0.0) .AND. (VNEW .EQ. 0.0))) 'IHEN 
Tm-I= ( (VNEW + VOID(J))/2.0) *(-YINCR) 




If we are near the branch point, nust. perfonn 
here m:>re carefully. 
IXXJBI.EY = .'IRJE. 
IF (VNEW .EQ. 0. 0) '!HEN 
exitin3 region where response is non-zero 
SIGN= -1. 
REFY = Y - 2. *YINCR 
'IHETA = DM'AN2((-REFY),D) 
BErA=AI.HiA+'IHETA 
CALL FINIJVEL (BETA, VEL, Cl) 
Cl=Cl/25.4 
CALL RESRJNSE(Cl,YINCR,D,T,'IHETA,resp) 
CALL FINDK (SNAME, BETA, DVEL, Kl) 
VREF = RESP*Kl/I<MAX 
Need to allow for when signal first arrives at 
IF (VREF .EQ. 0.0) '!HEN 
REFY = Y-YINCR 
'IHETA = ~2 ( (-REFY) , D) 
BEI'A=AUHA+'IHETA 












VREF = RESF-kK2/FMAX 
IXXJBI.EY = . FAISE. 
ELSE 
ENDIF 
otherwise, enterinJ region where response non-zero 
EI.SE 
SIGN= +1 
REFY = Y + YINCR 
'IHETA = Il?\TAN2 ( (-REFY) ,D) 
BETA=ALFHA~ 




VREF = RESP'lfK3/FMAX 
IF (VREF .Fl;:2. 0.0) 'IHEN 
REFY = y 
'IHEI'A = IY\TAN2 ( ( -REFY) , D), 
BETA=ALFHA+'IHETA 
CALL FINDVEL(BErA, VEL, C4) 
C4=C4/25.4 
CALL RESFONSE ( C4, YINCR, D, T, 'IHEI'A, resp) 
CALL FINDK(SNAME,BETA,DVEL,K4) 
VREF = RESP'lfK4/FMAX 




Fini exact location of the 'edge' 
CID = ( ( Cir'!') **2 - 0**2) 
YEIXiE = SIGN*OOQRI' ( CID) 
VINIT = VREF 
V = VINIT 
DELV = 50. *VINIT/ANGNUM 
EOOESUM = 0.00 
EVAIDID = ABS{REFY-YEOOE) 
ELIMIT = .00lDO*EVAIDID 
IF (EVAIDID .GI'. ELIMIT) 'IHEN 
V = V+DELV 
E'VAL=ABS(YEOOE-(SIGN*OOQRI'(Cilr(l.OO/V**2)))) 
ECGESUM=EOOESUM+ (EVAL+- (EVAIDID-EVAL) /2 • 00) *DELV 
EVAIDID = EVAL 
ooro 370 
ENDIF 
Keep track of integral so far 
Add to a~ropriate positions 
TERM= ( (VINIT*ABS (YEOOE-REFY) ) +EOOE.5UM) 







IF (IXOBIEY) IBEN 
IF (SIGN .m. -1) '!HEN 
SUbtract previoos contribution 
00 390 K=OIDIDK,OliHIK 
UNicur(J,K,2)=UNICXJI'(J,K,2) 
-( (VOID(J)+VREF)/2.0) 
* ( -YINCR) *YPSTP*OI.OC 
390 CX>NI'INUE 
EI.SE 
VNEW = VINIT 




VOID(J) = VNEW 












C 'Ihis routine calculates the response at a given point 
C arrl time. 
C 
· IMPLICIT REAIJr8 (A-H, Ir-Z) 
PI= 4.0*~(1.0D+O0) 
R = D/ccnc;('IEEI'A) 















C '!his routine calculates the ai;:proximate 
120 
C tap-to-tap inp.llse response on an isotropic 
C substrate in the frequency domain, using a 




IMPLICIT INI'.EGER.*2 ( I -K) 
INI'.EGER.*4 FOINI'S 
PARAMErER(FOINTS=16384) 
REAL*8 FMAG (FOINI'S) , FFHASE (FOINIS) , IPARI' 
a:M-1::>N // FMAG,FIBASE 
OiARACI'ER*32 FNAME9,FNAME8 
PI=4.0*f.M\TAN(l.0Dt0000) 
C Enter necessary values 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Enter center frequency, in MHz: ' 
READ(*,*) fo 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter velocity of wave, in nVsec: ' 
READ(*,*) c 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter width of transmittirg tap, in wavel~: 
READ(*,*) L 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Enter width of rec:ei vi.rg tap, in wavel~: ' 
READ(*,*) I.CUr 




WRITE(*,*) 'Enter vertical ~ition of bottan of secon::l tap, 
relative 
* to bottom of first tap, in wavel~: ' 
READ(*,*) oor 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter rnnnber of argular increments desiroo for 
* integral: I 
READ(*,*) ANGNUM 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Enter frequency sampli.rg rate, in samples per 
MHz: I 
READ(*,*) FSAMP 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Enter minimum frequency of interest, in MHz: ' 
READ(*,*) FMIN 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Enter maximum frequency of interest, in MHz: ' 
READ(*,*) FMAX 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter name of outp.lt file for linear data:' 
RFAD(*,15) FNAME9 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter name of outp.lt file for data in dB:' 
READ(*,16) FNAME8 
15 FORMAT (A32) 
16 FDRMAT(A32) 
C 
C calculate values 
WVINGIH = C/(fo*l.E+06) 
L = L*WVINGIH 
C 
121 
D = ~WVI.NGIH 
ror = ~WVI.NGIH 
'IDP = BJr + (:r..c::u!'-kWVI.NGIH) 
FMIN = FMIN*l.OD+-06 
FMAX = FMAX*l.0D+-06 
'IHETAMAX = ~('IDP,D) 
'IHETAMIN = ~2 ( EO:r-L, D) 
YINCR = -( (L-OOI'+'IOP)/ANGNUM) 
C Set step sizes for frequency 
DELTAF = l.0D+-06/FSAMP 
C 
C Fin::i the minimum rn.nnber of frequency incremants to get from 
C FMIN to FMAX 
N = 0 
F = FMIN 
10 IF (F .LT. FMAX) '!HEN 
F = F + DELTAF 




C At least N frequency increments are required 
NUMIN~ = N 
C 
C Initialize variables 
00 120 J = 1,NUMIN~ 
FMAG(J) = 0.0 
FFHASE(J) = 0.0 
12 Q_ cnNI'INUE 
C 
RPARI' = 0.0 
IPARI' = 0.0 
'IRPARI' = 0. 0 
TIPARI' = 0. 0 
C '!his loop sets a value for frequency, then performs the 
integral 
c of real am ilnaginal:y parts separately by double integral 
reduction, 








00 180 J = 1,NUMIN~+l 
AJ = J 
F = FMIN + ( (AJ-1.0) *DELTAF) 
01EXiA = 2.0*PI*F 









00 50, I= l,ANGNUM+l 
AI=I 
Y = Iroor +( (AI-1.0) *YINCR) 
R = a:;QRr(Y**2 + D**2) 
'IHErA = rY\TAN2(-Y,D) 
YMIN = D*DrAN ('IHEI'A) 
YMAX = (D*DrAN('IHErA))+L 
Detenni.ne limits of beam at receiver for th.is 
argle 
IF (YMIN • IE. oor) '!HEN 
I.CWLlM = oor . 
EISE 
I.CWLlM = YMIN 
ENDIF 
IF(YMAX .GE.'IDP) '!HEN 
UPLIM = 'IDP 
EISE 
UPLIM = YMAX 
ENDIF 
WIDIH = UPLIM - I.CWLlM 
calculate real an:i imaginary parts of integral 
CDEFF = 0.25*0:;QRr((2.0*C)/(CMEX:;A*PI*R)) 
ARG = -( (CMEX:;A*R)/C + (PI/4.0)) 
TRPARI' = CDEF'FkIXDS (ARG) *WIDIH* (-YINCR) 
TIP.ARI' = CDEF'FkOOIN (ARG) *WIDIH* (-YINCR) 
RPARI' = RPARI' + TRPARI' 
IPARI' = IPARI' + TIP.ARI' 
50 CDNI'INUE 
FMAG(J+l) = a:;QRr( (RPARI'**2)+(IPARI'**2)) 
FRiASE(J+l) = rY\TAN2 (IPARI',RPARI') 
180 CDNI'INUE 
00 200 K=l, NUMINCRF+ 1 
AK= K 
F = FMIN + (AK-1. 0) *DELTAF 
WRITE(9,210) (F/1.0D+06), FMAG(K), miASE(K) 
WRITE(8,210) (F/1.0D+06),(20.0*Dr..cx;l0(FMAG(K))), 












* FMIN,DELTAF,NSAMPF, YPSAMP,KMAX,SNAME, YPSTP) 
c 'Ihis routine calculates the approximate 
C tap-to-tap in,p.Jlse response on an isotropic 
C or anisotropic substrate in the frequency domain, 



















IMPLICIT IN!'EX;ER*2 ( I -K) 
IN!'EX;ER*4 FNUM,YPSAMP,NSAMPF,IDK,lilK,TI.DK,'IHIK 
ml'EX;ER*4 YmUM,ANGNUM 





cnM)N /Bl/ UNICXJr 
cnM)N /UNIBI1v' RPARI', IPARI' 
PI=4.0*DA.TAN(l.0Di-OOOO) 
calculate values 
TOP = ror + I.a.Jr 
WRITE(*,*) 'I;=' ,L, 'IO=' ,I..aJr, '001'=' ,BJ!' 
WRITE ( *' *) 'ANGNUM= I ,ANGNUM 
'IliEI'AMAX = Q\TAN2 ('IOP, D) 
'IHErAMIN = Q\TAN2 (BJI'-L,D) 
YINCR = - ( (L-0014-'roP) /ANGNUM) 
WRITE(*,*) 'YINC=',YINCR 
Initialize variables 
00 120 J = 1,NSAMPF 
00 110 K=l,YPSAMP 
UNICUI'(J,K,2) = 0.0 
UNICUI'(J,K,3) = 0.0 
RPARr(J,K) = 0.0 
IPARI'(J ,K) = 0. 0 
CXNI'INUE 
CXNI'INUE 
'lhis lc:q;> sets a value for frequency, then perfonns the 
integral 
of real am imaginary parts separately by double integral 
reduction, 
then firrls the magnitude am J;tlase of the overall response 
at this 
frequency. 
'!HIS LOOP PERFOIMS INI'EriRAL 




Y = Ir-001' +( (AI-1.0) *YINCR) 
R = Il3QRI'(Y**2 + D**2) 
'IHETA = DATAN2(-Y,D) 
BEI'A = AIHfA + 'IHETA 
C Detennine limits of beam at receiver for this argle 
C 
C 
YMIN = D*DrAN('IHETA) 
YMAX = (D*DrAN('IHETA))+L 
IF (YMIN • IE. 001') '!HEN 
I.rnLIM = oor 
EI.SE 
I.rnLIM = YMIN 
ENDIF 
IF (YMAX • GE. 'IOP) '!HEN 
UPLIM = 'IOP 
EI.SE 
UPLIM = YMAX 
ENDIF 
WIDllI = UPLIM - UMLIM 
C 
C Fini out which spatial bins this corresporrls to 
TIDK=l 










JTEMP= (WIDIH/YPSTP) -1 
'IHIK=l'I.DK-hl'l'EMP 
IF ('IHIK • EXl. O) '!HEN 
'IHIK=l 
ENDIF 
IF ('IHIK • GE. YPSAMP) '!HEN 
'IHIK=YPSAMP 








c cal.1 subroutine to firrl velocity at this arqle 
CAIL FINIJVEL (BEI'A, VEL, CINr) 
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C WRITE ( *, *) 'CINI'=' , CINI' 
C=CINr/25. 4 
C 
c Firrl inclination factor for this argle 
CALL FINDK (SNAME, BETA, DVEL, IcrHEI'A) 
C WRITE(*,*) 'K=' ,JcrHErA 
C 
C 




C Firrl next value of integrarrl for use in integral 
C WRITE ( *' *) 'ANG=' ''IHErA, ID=' 'D' 'F=' 'F' IXn5 ('IHErA) 
CALL FRESFONSE(C,YINCR,D,'IHErA,F,RE,Il1) 
C 
C WRITE(*,*) 'RE=',RE,'Il+=',Il1 
C fvhlltiply integrarrl by inclination factor arrl dy 
RE= RE*!crHETA/KMAX*(-YINCR) 
Il1 = Il1*1crHETA/KMAX* (-YINCR) 
C 
c Add response for this angle to sum 
00 170 Kl=IDK,HIK 
RPARr(J,Kl) = RPARI'(J,Kl) + RE*YPSTP 







00 200 K=l, NSAMPF 
00 190 K2=1,YPSAMP 
UNI<:Ur(K,K2,2) = RPARI'(K,K2) 
UNI<:Ur (K, K2, 3) = IPARI' (K, K2) 










c 'Ihis routine calculates the frequency domain pt-pt response 
C at a given argle theta beb.-leen the ray connecting the two 







CMEXiA = 2.0*PI*FINI' 
R = O/IXOS ('IHETA) 
A = CSQRI' (( C*IXOS ('IHETA) ) / (( PI **2) *D*FINI') ) 
B = (CMEXiA*D)/ (C*IX03('IHETA)) 
RE = A*IXOS (B) 
lM = (-1.0)*A*I:Slli(B) 
REIURN 
END 
SUBRCUI'INE FINDVEL ('IHETA, VEL, CINI') 
C 
C '!his subra.rtine calculates the velocity at a given ~le 
C by linear interpolation between data FNUM in the array 












C Determine which two argles in the array theta lies between 
C 
00 100 I= 1,180 
AI = I 
TEMPI,= -(PI/2.0) + (AI-1.)*PI/180. 
TEMl:fl = -(PI/2.0) + (AI)*PI/180. 
IF ( (TEMPI, • IE. 'IHETA) • AND. (TEMRi • GE. 'IHETA) ) '!HEN 
C Interpolate between values at K arrl K+l in array 
CID = VEL(K, 1) 
CHI = VEL(K+l, 1) 
ANGDIF = 'IHETA - TEMPI, 











SUBRCUI'INE FINDK ( SNAME, 'IHETA, IJVEL, IcrHErA) 
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C 
C '!his subroutine calculates k, the square rcx,t of 
C the electranechanical couplin;J coefficient, usirq 
C linear interpolation between FNUM in an array of 









C See if substrate is isotropic 
IF (SNAME .m. 'I') '!HEN 
lcrHEI'A = 1.0 
EISE 
C 
C SUbstrate is anisotropic, nust firrl k for anqle used 
C 
C Detennine which b.1o anqles in the array theta lies between 
00 100 I= 1,181 
C 
TEMPL = DVEL(I,l)*PI/180. 
TEMEH = DVEL(I+l,l)*PI/180. 
IF ( (TEMPL • IE. 'lHETA) • AND. (TEMm • GE. 'lHETA) ) '!HEN 
C Interpolate bet\.Jeen values at I ani I+l in array 
DVI.D = DVEL(I,2) 
mHI = DVEL(I+l,2) 
ANGDIF = 'lHETA - TEMPL 




C calculate the value for k usirq this delta (v) /v 







SUBRCUI'INE MAXI< ( SNAME, DVEL, !<MAX) 
C 
c 'Ihis subroutine searches the delta(v)/v array DVEL 
c ani returns the maximum value of k, the square root 









C See if substrate is isotropic 
IF ( SNAME • m. 'I ' ) '!HEN 
C 
KMAX = OOQRI1(2.0*DVEL(l,2)) 
EISE 
C SUbstrate is anisotropic;:, search for maximum 
TEMFMAX = DVEL(l,2) 
00 100 I= 1,180 
IF(DVEL(I+l,2) .GE. TEMRtfAX) '!HEN 










C 'Ibis routine converts firqer lergth time files 
C produced by IMP to files containirg the effective 
















C Read in firger lergth data for first transducer 
OPEN ( 30, FIIE=FNl, ANYUNIT=INIV ,ACTION=' READ' ) 
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RFAD(30, ' (ABO) ') CHAR STR 
RFAD(30, ' (ABO) ') CHAR SIR 





C Read in fi.n;fer lergth data for secorrl transducer 
OPEN ( 42, FII.E=FN2, ANYUNIT=INr ,ACTION=' READ' ) 
RFAD(42,' (ABO)') CHAR STR 
RFAD(42,' (ABO)') CHAR-STR 





C calculate values 
C rn.nnber of effective tap; 
NI'APl = M-1 
NrAP2 = N-1 
C 
c Initialize values 




00 92 J=l,NI'AP2 
T2Il2\T(J,l)=O.O 
T2Il2\T(J, 2)=0. 0 
92 CDN1'INUE 
C 
C calculate effective tap lengths - first transducer 
00 100 J=l,NrAPl 
0))) 
IF (( (TlFING(J) .I.E. 0) .AND. (TlFING(J+l) .I.E. 0)) 
* .OR. ( (TlFING(J) .GE. 0) .AND. (TlFING(J+l) .GE. 
* '!HEN 
Tm\T(J,1)= o.o 









C calculate effective tap lengths - secorrl transducer 
00_103 J=l,NI'AP2 
IF( ( (T2FING(J) .I.E. 0) .AND. (T2FING(J+l) .I.E. O)) 




EISE IF (T2FING ( J) • IB. 0) '!HEN 
ENDIF 







C Perfonn slantirg of aIXXtization for first transducer 
C 





IF {NrAPl • Gr. 1) '!HEN 
105 SIANI'STP= ( ( SI..ANr"JrWl) - -
.5*(ABS{TllY\T{l,l))+ABS(TlmT(NrAP1,1)))) 
SI.ANI'STP=SIANI'STP / (NrAPl -1) 
IF (FIRS'ITAP • ~. 1) 'IHEN 
C Slant is uprard 





00 110 J=2,NrAPl 







IF((CNIR .LT. ABS{T:tmT(J,1)/2.)) .OR. (UPFR .LT. 
* ABS{T1DAT(J,1)/2.))) '!HEN 
WRITE ( *, *) 'SIANr ANGIE 1 '100 LARGE! ! ' 
aperture:' 








C Slant is downward 








00 120 J=NrAPl-1,1,-1 






ABS (TlDAT (NrAPl, 1) /2 •. ) 
UPPR=Wl-<NrR 
IF ( (CNIR . I..:I'. ABS (TlmT (J, 1) /2.)) .OR. (UPPR • LT. 
ABS(TlDAT(J,1)/2.))) '!HEN 
WRITE(*,*) 'SIANr ANGIE 1 '100 I.AR;E! ! 1 





TlDAT ( J, 2) = CNIR-ABS (Tllll\T ( J, 1) /2. ) 
ENDIF 




C Perfonn slantirg of apodization for secorrl transducer 
C 





IF(NrAP2 .GI'. l} '!HEN 
125 SIANI'STP=((SIANr2*W2)-
.5*(ABS(T2mT(l,l}}+ABS(T2~(NrAP2,1)))) 
SIANISTP=SI.ANI'STP / (NI'AP2-1) 
WRITE ( *, *) ' SIANI'STP=' , SI.ANI'STP 
IF (F'IR3'rnu:> • :&2. 1) '!HEN 
C Slant is up.yard 





00 130 J=2,NI'AP2 








IF ( (CNrR • IJr. ABS (T2DAT (J, 1) /2.) ) • OR. (UPPR • LT. 
* ABS (T2DA.T (J, 1) /2.))) '!HEN 
WRITE(*,*) 'SIANr ANGIE 2 'IOO IARGE! ! ' 









C Slant is downward 
IF(ABS(T2DAT(FIRS'ITAP,1)) .GE •• 99*Wl) 'IHEN 




00 140 J==NrAP2-1,1,-1 
IF(ABS(T2DA.T(J,1)) .GE •• 99*W2) 'IHEN 




CNrR= (NrAP2-AJ) *SIANISTP+T2DA.T (NrAP2, 2) + 
* ABS (T2DI\T (NrAP2 , 1) /2 • ) 
UPPR=W2-cNIR 
IF ((CNIR • ill'. ABS (T2DI\T (J, 1) /2.)) • OR. (UPPR • LT. 
* ABS (T2lll\T (J, 1) /2.))) '!HEN 
WRITE ( *, *) 'SI.AN!' ANGIE 2 'IOO IARGE ! ! ' 














SUBRCXJI'INE MAXI< (SN.AME' IJVEL, KMAX) 
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C 'lhis subroutine searches the delta(v)/v array 
C DVEL an:i retun,s the maximum value of k, the 




IMPLICIT INI'ffiER*4 (I-K) 
REAI;\'8 DVEL(l:181,1:2) 
REAI;\'8 KMAX 
C See if substrate is isotropic 
C 
IF (SNAME .EQ. 'I') '!HEN 
KMAX=l.O 
EISE 
c SUbstrate is anisotropic, search for maximum 
TEMFMAX=DVEL(l,2) 
00 100 I=l,180 










SUBRCUI'INE FINDVEL('IHETA, VEL, CINr) 
C 
C 'Ihis subroutine calculates the velocity at a given argle 
C by linear interpolation between data points in the array 









C Detennine which two argles in the array theta lies between 
C 
C 
00 100 I= 1,180 
AI = I 
TEMPL = -(PI/2.0} + (AI-1.)*PI/180. 
TEMFH = -(PI/2.0) + (AI}*PI/180. 
IF ( (TEMPL .IE. 'IHETA} .AND. (TEMFH .GE. 'IHETA)) '!HEN 
Interpolate between values at K arrl K+l in array 
CID = VEL(K, l} 
arr = VEL(K+l, l} 
ANGDIF = 'IHETA - ( (-PI/2.0} + (AI-1.) *PI/180.) 
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SUBRaJrINE FilIDK(SNAME, 'IHEI'A, DVEL, lcrHETA) 
C 
C '!his routine calculates k, the square root of 
C the electranechanical coupl.in;J coefficient, usin;J 
C linear interpolation between points in an array of 
c delta(v)/v vs. theta (array name:DVEL) 1 
C 
C 






C See if substrate is isotropic 
IF (SNAME .m. 'I') '!HEN 
IcrHETA = 1.0 
EISE 
C 
C SUbstrate is anisotropic, must firrl k for angle used 
C 
C Detennine which two angles in array theta lies between 










IF( (TEMPL .IE. 'IliETA) .AND. (TENFH .GE. 'IliETA)) 'THEN 
Interpolate between values at I arrl I+l in array 






calculate value of k usirg this delta(v)/v 






FOORIER TRANSFOR-1: AND UITLITY PRC:X;RAMS 
C 'IRANS.F77 
~MAIN 
IMPLICIT INrEXIBR*2 (I-K) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,L-Z) 
REAL*8 MAG 
C TRANSFORM SUBRCUI'INE 
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C 'Ihis routine takes an array which lists tima, and linear 
c magnitude, 
c arrl converts it to two arrays containin;J the real and 
c imaginary parts of the tima response, and then 
c Fourier transforms the tima response usi.rq the subroutine 
C FFT. 
C 
CHARAcrER*32 FNAME, FNM2 , 
INTEX;ER NUM 
RF.AI;tr8 FM(4096) ,FP(4096) 
RF.AI;tr4 RARRAY(4096),IARRAY(4096) 
C 
c Determine size of arrays needed 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter rn.nnber of sanples:' 
RFAD(*,*) NUM 
C 
c Initialize arrys 







c ·Read in values fran stored data 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter name of data file:' 
RFAD(*,15) FNAME 
15 FORMAT (A32) 
OPEN(S,FIIE=FNAME,STA'IUS='OID') 
C Determine real am imaginary parts 
00 100 J=l,NUM 
RFAD(8,90) TIME,MAG 
IF(J .&2. 1) '!HEN 
'IONE=TIME 











C Perform Fourier transfonn 
CAIL FFT (RARRAY, !ARRAY, NUM, NUM, NUM, -1) 
C 
c Convert to ma.gnitude arrl phase in frequency domain 
00 200 K=l,NUM 
FM (K) = SQRr ( (RARRAY (K) **2) + ( !ARRAY (K) **2) ) 
FP(K) = ATAN2 (IARRAY(K) ,RARRAY(K)) 
200 CONI'INUE 
C 
C Write to outp.It files 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter name of outp.It file:' 
READ(*,210) FNM2 
210 FOR-1AT(A32) 
OPEN(7 ,FIIE= FNM2) 
00 220 I=l,NUM 
AI=I 










C '!his routine reads in a file in (frequency, ma.gnitude, phase) 
C -fonn, detennines the number of srnaples to be used in the 
C FFT routine, arrl then converts the appropriate number of 
C frequency 
c danain sanples into Hennetian fonn. (Note that this assumes 
C that the time danain will be a real function. ) '!he inverse 
C Fourier Transform is then fourrl usin;} the subroutine FFT. 
C 'Ihe OC offset in the time danain is also calculated. 
C 
C 
IMPLICIT REAI;Jt8 (A-H,L-Z) 
INrEnER.*4 NPIS,N,:EOINI'S 
PARAMEI'ER(:EOINI'S=l6384) 
REAI;Jt4 IClJI' cromrs) , RCUr cromrs) , 'ICU!' ( romrs) , IPARI', 
* Km' ( romrs) , roJr (roINI'S) 
ro-M)N // ICXJr,m.JI','ICUI',M:XJI',roJI' 
CHARACI'ER.*32 IN.AME, ONAME, TEMP 
C Enter infonnation 





WRITE(*,*) 'Enter an even rnnnber of points to be used for 
* inverse transfonn (may not exceed twice length of input 
* file): I 
RFAD(*,*) NPI'S 
WRITE ( *, *) 'Enter name of output file for time darain data: ' 
RFAD(*,10) ONAME 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter name of file to hold Hennetian frequency 
* info.:' 
RFAD(*,10) TEMP 





FINl = 0.0 
FIN2 = 0.0 
00 20 I=l,NPI'S 
RCUr(I) = 0.0 
ICUI'(I) = 0.0 
'ICXJI'(I) = 0.0 
20 OONrINUE 
C 
c Read in values fran stored data an:l manip..ll.ate them 
c appropriately. 
OPEN (7, FIIE=TEMP) 
OPEN ( 8, FI~INAME, STA'IUS= 'OID' ) 
RFAD(S,80) FIN,MIN,PIN 
RCUr(l) = MIN*IXOS(PIN) 
ICUI' ( 1) = MIN*OOIN ( PIN) 
FIN1 = FIN 






IF (N .~. 2) FIN2 = FIN 
RPARI' = MIN*IXOS (PIN) 
IPARI' = MIN*OOIN(PIN) 
c Make output file Hemetian 
I = NPIS - N + 2 
R:Ur(N) = RPARI' 
RCUI'(I) = RPARI' 
ICUI'(N) = IPARI' 




C Fill in center value 




RCUr(N) = MIN*OO:S (Plli) 
IWI'(N) = 0.0 
CLOSE(8) 
C Firrl sarrple spacirg in frequency 
DELTAF = FIN2 - FINl 
C 
C Oltput results for intermediate inspection 
00 150 J=l,NPI'S 








c Convert to magnitude arrl ~ in tin-e danain 
00 200 J=l,NPI'S 
M::Ur(J) = SQRI'((RCX.Jr(J)**2)+(Icvr(J)**2}} 
roJr(J) = ATAN2 (Icvr(J) ,lUJI'(J)) 
200 CDNI'INUE 
C 
C Write to ouq:ut files 
OPEN(9,FII.E=ONAME} 
00 220 K=l,NPI'S 
WRITE(9,230) (K-l}/(NPI'S*DELTAF*lE+06}, 





.CAIL OFFSEI' (RCXJI' I OFSEI' I NPI'S) 





IMPLICIT ~8 (A-H,L-Z) 
IMPLICIT INI'ffiER*4 ( I -K) 
mra;ERk4 ro:rnrs,NPrs 
PARAMErER (roINI'S=4096) 
REAL*4 RX1I' cro:rnrs > 
OFSEI' = 0.0 
00 280 J=l, NPrs 






SUBRCUI'INE FFT (A, B, NIU!', N, NSPAN, ISN) 
C 
C MULTIVARIATE CXMPIEX FaJRIER TRANSFORM,~ lli PIACE 
C USING MIXEir-RADIX FAST FaJRIER TRANSFORM ALGOITrnM. 
C BY R. C. SINGIEION, STANFORD RFSEARaI lliS'ITIUI'E, ocr. 1968 
C ARRAYS A AND B ORIGINALLY HOW '!HE RFAL AND IMAGINARY 
C ~ OF 'IHE ~, AND RE'IURN '!HE RFAL AND 
C IMAGINARY ~ OF '!HE RESULTING FaJRIER CDEFFICIENIS. 
C MULTIVARIATE~ IS INDEXED AC(X)RDING 'IO '!HE FDRrRAN 
C ARRAY EilMENI' SUa:ESSOR FUNCI'ION, w.rrnaJT LIMIT 
C ON 'IHE NUMBER OF IMPLIED MUUITPI.E SUBSCRIPrS. 
C 'IHE SUBRCUI'INE IS CALI.ED ONCE FDR FACH VARIATE. 
C 'IHE CALI.S FOR A MUilI'IVARIATE 'IRANSFORM MAY BE lli Mf'l ORDER. 
C NIU!' IS 'IHE 'IDI'AL NUMBER OF CXMPIEX ~ VAI.IJES. 
C N IS 'IHE DIMENSION OF 'IHE ClJRRENI' VARIABI.E. 
C NSPAN/N IS 'IHE SPACING OF CONSEamVE ~ VAI.IJES 
C WHIIE INDEXING 'IHE ClJRRENI' VARIABI.E. 
C 'IHE SIGN OF ISN DEI'ER-fINES 'IHE SIGN OF 'IHE CXMPIEX 
C EXRJNENTIAL, AND 'IHE MAGNI'IUDE OF ISN IS NORt1AI.LY OIB. 
C A TRI-VARIATE 'mANSFORM WI1IH A (Nl, N2, N3) , B (Nl, N2, N3) 























FOR A SINGIE-VARIATE 'IRANSFORM, 
NIU!' = N = NSPAN = (NUMBER OF CXMPIEX ~ VAI.IJES) , E.G. 
CAIL FFT(A,B,N,N,N,1) 
'IHE ~ MAY AIJrERNATIVELY BE S'IDRED lli A SINGIE CXMPIEX 
ARRAY A, '!HEN 'IHE MAGNI'IUDE OF ISN a-WKiED 'IO '!ID 'ID 
GIVE 'IHE CDRRF.Cr ~ lliCREMENr AND A ( 2) USED 'ID 
PASS 'IHE INITIAL AOCRESS FOR 'IHE SEX:{JENCE OF IMAGINARY 
VAIIJE.S, E.G. 
CAIL FFT(A,A(2),NIUI',N,NSPAN,2) 
ARRAYS AT(MAXF), CK(MAXF), Br(MAXF), SK(MAXF), AND NP(MAXP) 
ARE USED FOR TEMEORARY S'IDRAGE. IF 'IHE AVAIIABIE S'IDRAGE 
IS INSUFFICIENI', 'IHE PRCXiRAM IS TERMINATED BY A S'IDP. 
MAXF MUsr BE .GE. 'IHE MAXIMUM PRrnE FACTOR OF N. 
MAXP MUST BE • Gr. 'IHE NUMBER OF PRrnE FACTORS OF N. 
m ADDITICN, IF 'IHE SC(JARE-FREE roRITON K OF N HAS '!ID OR 
IDRE PRIME FACTORS, '!HEN MAXP MUSI' BE • GE. K-1. 
DIMENSION A(l),B(l) 
C ARRAY SIORAGE rn NFAC FOR A MAXIMUM OF 11 FACTORS OF N. 
C IF N HAS M:>RE 'IliAN ONE SC(JARE-FREE FACTOR, '!HE PROtXJCT OF 'IHE 
C SC(JARE-FREE FACTORS MUST BE .IE. 210 
DIMENSION NFAC(ll),NP(209) 




C '!HE roli.CMING mNSTANI'S SHCXJI.D AGREE WI'IH 'IRE Af&AY DIMENSIONS. 
MAXF=23 
MAXFb209 




















C DEI'm-ITNE '!HE FACIORS OF N 
M=O 
K=N 




20 IF(K-(K/16)*16 .BJ. 0) GO 'IO 15 
J=3 
JJ=9 




30 IF(IDD(K,JJ) .m. O) GO 'IO 25 
J=J+2 
JJ=J**2 
IF(JJ .IE. K) GO 'IO 30 
IF(K .GI'. 4) GO 'IO 40 
!cr'=M 
NFAC (M+-1) =K 
IF(K .m. 1) ooroso 
M=M+l 
GO 'IO 80 












IF(J .IE. K) GO 'ID 60 
80 IF(Icr .~. 0) GO 'IO 100 
J=KT 
90 M=M+-1 
NFAC (M) =NFAC (J) 
J=J-1 
IF(J .NE. 0) GO 'IO 90 






IF(NFAC(I) .NE. 2) GO 'IO 400 









B (KK) =B (RI<) +BK 
KK=K2+KSPAN 
IF(KK .IE. NN) GO 'IO 210 
KK=KK-NN 
IF(KK .IE. JC) GO TO 210 




AK=A (I<K) -A (K2) 
BK=B(I<K)-B(K2) 
A (I<K) =A (RI<) +A (K2) 












C '!HE FOI..I.CMrnG 'THREE STATEMENI'S a:MPENSATE FDR 'IRJNCATION 






IF (KK • IlI'. K2) GO 'ID 230 
Kl=Kl+INC+INC 
KK=(Kl-KSPAN)/2+JC 
IF(KK .IE. JC+JC) GO 'ID 220 
GO 'IO 100 


















IF(KK .Il!'. NN) GO 'ID 320 
KK=KK-NN 
IF(KK .IE. KSPAN) GO 'IO 320 
GO 'IO 700 
C TRANSFOR-1 FOR A FACIDR OF 4 












A (KK) =AKP+AJP 
AJP=AKP-AJP 























C 'IHE FOLIOITNG 'lHREE STAT™EN.I'S CO!PENSATE FOR 'IRUNCATION 










IF(KK .IE. KSPAN) GO 'IO 420 
KK=KK-KSPAN+ me 
IF(KK .IE. JC) GO 'IO 410 
IF(KSPAN .m. JC) GO 'IO 800 













IF(KK .IE. NI') GO 'IO 420 
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GO 'IO 440 

































B (IQ) =BK+AJ 
B (K3) =BK-AJ 
KK=K4+KSPAN 
IF(KK .LT. NN) GO TO 520 
KK=KK-NN 
IF(KK .IE. KSPAN) GO 'ID 520 
GO 'IO 700 
C TRANSFORM FOR 000 FACIDRS 
600 K=NFAC (I) 
KSFNN=KSPAN 
KSPAN=KSPAN/K 
IF(K .m. 3) GO TO 320 
IF(K .m. 5) GO 'IO 510 

































































IF(J .LT. K) GO 'IO 660 
KK=KK+KSR-m 
IF(KK .IE. NN) GO 'IO 640 
KK=KK-NN 
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IF(KK .IE. KSPAN) GO 'IO 640 
C MULTIPLY BY ROI'ATIONAL FACTOR (EXCEPr FOR FACTORS OF 2 AND 4) 
















IF(KK .IE. KSR-m) GO TO 730 
C2=Cl-(a:>*Cl+SD*Sl) 
Sl=Sl+(SD*Cl-<D*Sl) 
C '!HE FOLI..CMING 'IHREE STATEMENI'S a::MPENSATE FOR 'IRJNCATION 
C EROOR. IF ROONDED ARI'IHMETIC IS USED, '!HEY MAY 





IF (KK • IE. KSPAN) GO TO 720 
I<K==KK-KSPAN+JC+ me 
IF(KK .IE. JC+JC) GO TO 710 
GO 'IO 100 
C PEIM1rE 'IHE RESULTS TO NO™AL ORDER-OONE m '!ID STAGES 
C PEEMJI'ATION FOR~ FACIDRS OF N 
800 NP(l)=KS 
IF(lcr1 .&l. 0) GO TO 890 
K=KT+KT+l 








IF(J .LT. K) GO 'ID 810 
K3=NP(K+l) 




IF(N .NE. NIOI') GO 'ID 850 
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IF(K2 .GI'. NP(J)) GO 'ID 830 
J=l 
840 IF (KK • LT. K2) GO 'IO 820 
KK=KK+INC 
K2=KSPAN+K2 
IF(K2 .LT. KS) GO 'IO 840 
_ IF (KK • LT. KS) GO 'IO 830 
JC=K3 
GO 'ID 890 
C PERMUI'ATIOO FOR MJLTIVARIATE TRANSFORM 
850 K=KK-hJC 
860 AK=A(KK) 
A (KK) =A (K2) 
A(K2)=AK 
BK=B(KK) 




IF(KK .LT. K) GO 'ID 860 
KK=KK+KS-JC 
K2=K2+KS-JC 
IF (KK • LT. NI') GO 'IO 850 
K2=K2-NI4-l<SPAN 
KK=KK-NI4JC 





IF(K2 .GI'. NP(J)) GO 'IO 870 
J=l 
880 IF(KK .LT. K2) GO 'IO 850 
KK=KK-+JC 
K2=KSPAN+K2 
IF(K2 .LT. KS) GO 'ID 880 
IF(KK .LT. KS) GO 'ID 870 
JC=IQ 
890 IF(2*1cr4-1 .GE. M) GOro 990 
KSmN=NP(lcr'+-1) 





IF(J .NE. !cr1) GO 'IO 900 
KI'=lcr'+-1 
NN=NFAC(lcr1)-1 
IF (NN • GI'. MAXP) GO 'ID 998 
JJ=O 
J=O 






IF(JJ .GE. K2) GO TO 902 
NP(J)=JJ 




IF(J .IE. NN) GO TO 904 
C DEl'EDllNE 'IHE PERMUI'ATION CYCLES OF 1ENGIH GREATER 'IHAN 1 
J=O 








IF(KK .LT. 0) GO 'ID 914 
IF(KK .NE. J) GO TO 910 
151 
NP(J)=-J 
IF(J .NE. NN) GO 'IO 914 
MAXF=INCkMAXF 
C REXJRDER A AND B, FOLI..CMING 'IHE PERMUrATION CYCI..ES 
GO 'IO 950 
924 J=J-1 
IF(NP(J) .LT. 0) GO 'IO 924 
JJ=JC 
926 KSPAN=JJ 











IF (Kl • NE. KK) GO 'ID 928 
932 Kl=KK+KSPAN 






IF(Kl .NE. KK) GO 'ID 936 
KK=K2 







IF (Kl .NE. KK) GO 'ID 940 
IF(JJ .NE. 0) GO 'ID 926 




IF(Nr .GE. 0) GO 'ID 924 
990 RE'IURN 
C ERROR FINISH, INSUFFICIENI' APRAY S'IORAGE 
998 ISN=O 
C PRINr 999 
SIOP . 
999 FO™AT ( 44H0APRAY BXJNr:S EXCEEDED WI'IHIN SUBRCUI'INE FFT) 
END 
152 
~ RFALTR (A, B, N, ISN) 
C IF ISN=l, '!HIS SUBRaJrINE a::MPI.ErES 'IBE FOORIER TRANSFORM 
C OF 2*N REAL ~ VAIIJES, WHERE 'IBE ORIGINAL ~ VAI1JES ARE 
C S'IORED ALTERNATELY IN ARRAYS A AND B, AND ARE FIRST 
C TRANSFO~ BY A a:MPI.EX FCORIER 'ffiANSFORM OF D:rnENSION N. 
C 'IHE CUSINE CX)EF'FICIENTS ARE IN A(l) ,A(2), ••• A(N+l) AND 
C 'IHE SINE CX)EF'FICIENTS ARE IN B(l),B(2), ••• B(N+l). 
C A TYPICAL CALLING sm;ENCE IS 
C CALL FFT(A,B,N,N,N,1) 
C CALL RFALTR(A,B,N,1) 
C 'IHE RFSUilI'S SHCXJI.D BE MUUrIPLIED _BY 0.5/N 'IO GIVE 'IHE 
C USUAL SCALING OF CX)EF'FICIENTS. 
C IF IBN=-1, 'IHE INVERSE TRANSFORMATION IS OONE, 'IBE FIRST SI'EP 
C IN E'VAI.IJATING A REAL FCORIER SERIES. 
C A TYPICAL CALLING Sm,JENCE IS 
C CALL RFALTR(A,B,N,-1) 
C CALL FFT(A,B,N,N,N,-1) 
C 'IHE RFSUilI'S SHCXJI.D BE MUUI'IPLIED BY 0.5 'IO GIVE 'IBE USUAL 
C SCALING, AND 'IHE TIME IXMAIN RE.SUilI'S ALTERNATE IN ARRAYS A 
C AND B, I • E. A ( 1) , B ( 1) , A ( 2) , B ( 2) , ••• A (N) , B (N) • 
C 'IHE Dl\TA MAY AIII'ERNATIVELY BE S'IORED IN A S:rn:;IE a:MPIEX 
C M&AY A, 'lliEN 'IHE MAGNI'IUDE OF ISN OiANGED 'IO~ 'IO 
C GIVE 'IHE CX)RRECT ~ INCREMENr AND A (2) USED 'IO 
C PASS 'IHE INITIAL ADCRESS FOR 'IBE Sm,JENCE OF :IMM;INARY 
C VAIIJES, E.G. 
C CALL FFT(A,A(2),N,N,N,2) 
C CALL RFALTR(A,A(2) ,N,2) 
C IN '!HIS CASE, 'IHE CDSINE AND SINE OOEFFICIENTS ALTERNATE m A. 
C BY R. C. SINGI.EION, STANFORD RESEARCH INSITIUI'E, ocr. 1968 
DIMENSION A(l),B(l) 
REAL IM 
























AA=<N- ( a,.rn+SO"rSN) 
SN=(SD"'CN-CT)'lfSN)+SN 
C rrnE FOLI.avING 'lliREE STATEMENrs cn-n?ENSATE FOR TRUNCATION 
C ERROR. IF ROJNDED ARrrnMETIC IS USED, SUBSTI'IUrE 









GO 'IO 10 
END 
C SUBR:XJrINE Y2CDEF 
C 
C '!his routine fills a lookup table with velocity as a 
C function of argle, usirg a trigonaretric expansion 
C with fifteen tenn.s beyon:i the zero argle velocity. 
C It fills a secon:i lookup table with the couplirg 
C parameter delta(v)/v as a function of argle usirg 
C the same type of trigoncmetric expansion. 
C '!he coefficients used are fran laser measuremants 
C on Y2-Lithium Niobate perfo:rnai by Anhorn, Engan, an:l 




IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H, L-Z) 




WRITE(*,*) 'Enter name of file to contain velocity data:' 
RFAD(*,10) FNAME 
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter name of file to contain delta(v)/v data:' 
RFAD(*,10) FNAME2 . 
10 FORMAT(A32) 
C 
C Input coefficients used in expansion 











* . 07,. 07 / 
C 
C Fill table with values 
C 
C Loop 100 sets argle 
00 100 J=l,91 
AJ = J 
SUM= 0.0 
SUM2 = 0.0 
'IlIBrA = -(PI/2.0)+(PI/180.)*(AJ-1.) 
C Loop 50 calallates the speed at this argle 
00 50 K=0,15 
AK= K 
Tm.! = CF (K+ 1) *I:X:03 ( 2. *AK-lt'IHETA) 
TERM2 = CF2(K+l)*I:X:03(2.*AK-lt'IHETA) 
SUM = SlJM+TERM 
SUM2 = SUM2 + TERM2 
50 CDNI'INUE 
C 
c Since ens is synmetric alxJUt theta=O, we can assign this 
c value to two an,;Jles 
yzcnEFF(J,1) = SUM 
YZCDEFF(182-J,1) = SUM 
c calallate delta(v)/v an:i assign to appropriate argles 
yzcnEFF(J,3) = SUM2/SUM 
yzcnEFF(182-J,3) = SUM2/SUM 
100 CDNI'INUE 
C 
c calallate Power Flow An;}le 
C 
C Assume pc:,wer flow an_;Jle is zero at +90 an:i -90 degrees. 
yzcnEFF(l, 2) = 0. 0 
yzcnEFF(181,2) = 0.0 
C 
C calallate derivative an:i PFA (power flow argle) 
00 200 J=2,180 
DVEL = (yzCDEFF(J+l,1)-yzCDEFF(J-1,l))/(PI/90.) 
PFA = Il!\TAN2 (DVEL, yzcnEFF (J, 1) ) 
YZCDEFF(J,2) = PFA 
200 CDNI'INUE 
C 
C Write to outp.rt file 
OPEN (9, FII.E=FNAME) 
155 
OPEN(l0,FIIE=FNAME2) 
00 300 I= 1,181 
AI = I 
WRITE(9,310) YZOOEFF(I,1),YZ<X>EFF(I,2) 
WRITE(l0,320) (-91.+AI), yz(X)EFF(I,3) 
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